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NO PROHIBITION
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US SAYS OTERO

ZELftYA IS WILL--

Believes That Solution of
Liquor Problem Lies in
Local Option.

FISCAL YEAR

G

UPHEAVAL III

10 RETIRE

Denver. Colo., Nov. SO. Woman's
and the bank He Wants
suffrage,
prohibition
Congress to Select
Many New Appropriations
guaranty law, according to the OklahoBe
Available
a Temporary President in
ma idea, will have no standing in the
gin to
state constitution to be adopted by
His Stead
Tomorrow
New Mexico when it is admitted to
statehood, according to former GoverCHANGES IN MOUNTED POLICE nor Miguel A. Otero, who was a guest ESTRADA
DECLINES
TERMS
at the Albany:
"Looking at the questions involved
an unprejudiced standpoint,'1 said Asserts That Liberal
from
Rumors
to
and
as
Speculation
Party is
Otero, "I judge from conferences I
Victorious
Him
and
Asks
Judgeships to Be Filled
have had with leaders of both parties
Soon.
to Rule.
that the constitutional convention will
not consider woman's suffrage, despite
the
Nov. 30. President
Washington,
Today is the end of the fiscal year the agitation that is sweeping
country.
is
the
lind everybody at
Zelaya of Nicaragua has made overcapitol
busyj "The leaders, and
apparently they tures to the revolutionists and intias busy can be. Governor Curry, who
had intended to attend the wedding of are voicing the sentiments of the peo- mated a willingness to retire from
Miss Fall at El Paso tomorrow, was so ple, will not favor a prohibition clause,! the presidency
providing congress
overwhelmed with official business to- - but I think they will accept local op- will be allowed to select a provisionand high license as the al president i ft his s'.tead. This news
day that he .cannot get away. He had tion, regulation
solution
of
of the linuor traf- came today from the United States
evils
the
:
.selected four of the mounted police-consul at Bluefields. General Estramen who will be compelled to leave fic.
do
Oklahoma
"We
not
favor
da the leader of the revolutionists,
the
the farce under the new law and was
bank guaranty. We will favor bank promptly replied that, as the governthis
fifth
the
decapitation
considering
ment of General Estrada completely
forenoon, but desired that no an- guaranty when it is adopted by the
assured ultimate triumph, and Estranouncement be made of the names of whole country, but not before.
"President Taft, in selecting Chief da is the unanimous choice of the
those let out until tomorrow.
William J. Mills as territorial liberal party for president, the revoJustice
Tomorrow, December 1, the approgovernor, has signified his intention to lutionists will not accept any terms
priations made by the last legislative favor New Mexico with statehood. He other than recognition of the provi
assembly will begin to be available told us in his recent speech that a sional government established.
find that will mean much to such deSecret Orders for Navy Yard.
lawyer should be at the head of the
Sau Francisco, Nov;, 3(. Coincipartments as that of the adjutant gen- government when the territory bedent with the receipt yesterday by
eral, the territorial engineer, the su- comes a state.
Admiral Phelps, commander of the
perintendent of public education, the
senot
have
"The President could
land commissioner and others for lected a better man for the place. He Mare Island navy yard of secret orders to be opened tomorrow, the army
whom the legislature made more liber- is
conscientious, ahje and fearless and
Creok was flocked with oral appropriations.
j
will make an excellent governor. The transport
to get rid of barnacles and put
ders
Incorporations.
j same
applies to William H. Pope ap- on
in two days. This will bring
.
Incorporation papers were filed to-- ' pointed chief justice to succeed Mills." the paint
ready for service in t'h
transport
Loan
and
Union
The
Realty j
day by
when
Admiral Phelps opens
morning
Ter-Company of Clovis, in the office of
EVENTFUL DAY IN
This message is the
the message.
ritorial Secreary Nathan Jaffa. The
HOUSE OF LORDS. longest received since the Spanish
capitalization is $100,000 divided into
war and has created a sensation- - in
1,000 shares. The New Mexico agent' Concluding Arguments and Division
army circles, for it is supposed to
The incorporators
i,: E. J. Howard.
on Budget Submitted By the
contain instructions outlining the govand director-- ' are: E. J. Howard of
Cabinet,
ernment's final policy in the Nicar-aguaClovis, 750 shares; T. J. Stein of Closituation. Marines, infantry,
vis, 100 shares; Aubrey R. Hammett.
London, Nov. 30. This was a day and artillery are ready to be disof Huntsville, Mo., 15 shares.
in the history of the House of Lords patched at a moment's notice.
More Candidates for Judgeship.
long to be remembered. The session
Word comes from Albuquerque, that was given over to the concluding ar- MONKS MAY COME
Edward Crumpacker, former Indiana guments and division on the governTO NEW MEXICO.
Congressman, cousin of he late Judge ment's budget bill and the debate was
J W. Crumpacker of Albuquerque, ex- the most interesting that has been Benedictines and Carthusians Will
pects a judical appointment in New heard in the upper chamber in many
Leave France for Southwest
Mexico. Another report has it that a years. The galleries were packed and
or California
future judge of .the New Mexico bench the peers whose presence was urgIs now on his way to Washington from ently requested by party "whips"
Paris, Nov. 30 Agents of the
gathered in force. Several peers who
the Philippines. and Carthusian monks,
Benedictine
the
even
of
never
taken
the
oath
had
Chief Justice J. W. Mills, it Is an
manufacturers of the
the
former
the
were sworn in, in order that
nounced, will leave for Washington, chamber
cordial which bears flieir
celebrated
of
vote.
The.
archbishop
P. C, tomorrow, presumably for con- they might
sethe first speaker, said that if name, and the latter holding the
sultation on various federal appoint- York,
cret
chartreuse
famous
of
cordial,
the
Lord
inments to be made, including judge- he voted he would vote against
He deplor- are on their way to America to
amendment.
Lansdowne's
dissections
the
ships. However,, a Washington
ed the introducing of the amendment vestigate
patch to the Denver Republican says: and was convinced that the budget of the United States, particularly in
"President Taft has completed the was not bad enough to
and the southjustify the un- southern California
Xew Mexico slate, which includes Suwest, with a view to establishing the
Lord
course
"by
precedented
proposed
manufacture of these liquors in the
preme Jude William J. Mills for gov- Lansdowne.
Goverof
United States.
ernor nnon the retirement
The
nor Curry and Associate Justice W. H. TRADING CONTINUES
feeling in France
monasPope to succeed Mills as supreme
DULL ON WOOL MARKET. drove them from their ancient
setin
L.
A.
that
and
Lawshe
teries
that
country,
they
judge, by deciding
Since the execution
of Indiana, former third assistant post- Bidding on 1910 Clip Has Ceased But tled in Spain.
of Ferrer, the
feeling in
master general, will succeed Pope as
Prices Continue Favorable to
Spain has grown to an extent which
associate justice. All three have signithe Growers.
makes the monks fear they will be
fied their willingness to accept. Mills,
victims of persecution there as well
as previously stated, "was President
30.
Nov.
Trading
Mass.,
Boston,
as
in France.
because
selection
of; continues dull in the wool market
Taft's personal
In addition to this, it has been
his standing and because he, as gov- with full prices for all desirable selecfound that the Spanish climate is not
ernor, will exert strong influence to tions. The supply is reduced to a favorable
to the growth of certain
keep out of the New Mexico constitu- minimum although Oregon stapFe is herbs
to flavor the cordials.
necessary
75
to
is
event
grant- fairly abundant, being held at
statehood
tion in the
It
been determined, if
has,
therefore,
ed, all freak propositions like those 78 cents washed. The call for fleece the conditions are found to be favorconstishows
wools
a
Oklahoma
slight improvement able in the United States to transfer
incorporated in he
tution. Pope is naturally promoted to with some sales of Ohio three-eighth- s
the manufacture to that country. I
chief justice, which is one reason why blood at 36 cents. It is understood
understand that the church authorihe joined in indorsing Mills for gov- that bidding for the 1910 clip has
ties in Rome are favorable to this
ceased.
ernor.
practically
,
transfer.
"Lawshe was Postmaster General
It is felt in Rome that the United
Hitchcock's candidate for governor,
States is the one country where the
but Hitchcock was finally convinced SAYS
church will always be free from perSALARY
that it would be unwise to unload an
secution. Speaking for a
outsider onto the territory in that caFrench pre'ate recently, he made the
pacity and finally withdrew his advo-cacremark:. "The American idea of the
of Lawshe for governor when
complete divorcement of church and
assured Lawshe could have Pope's
state seems, after all, to be the best
place on the bench. Lawshe is now in
for both church and state."
A
TiTnnr T.TYxr5rtrt
h ml
hie hna
nhanor.
III U II.
ITICAHjU fAVI 113
iCW
In no countries in Europe was the
qualify
of
Statement
es. will be made when Governor Astonishing
position of the church apparently
One of New York's Legal more secure at one time than in
Curry's resignation takes effect."
Designated as Agent.
France and Spain. This,, however, has
Employes
The Lilian Mining Company today
all been changed, and I am Inclined
filed a certificate in the office of Terto believe the change is due to the
ritorial Secretary ?Nathan Jaffa, desigclose
relations between church and
ADVOCATES SMALL REDUCTION
state.
nating George B. Paxton of Red River
Taos county, its New Mexico agent
The American church not only is
and designating Anchor, Tads county,
growing more rapidly than any other
Other Public Servants Who Are of the branches, but the growth is
as the place of business.
Notaries Public Appointed.
and is
.Sure They're Getting Too
healthy. It is
Governor Curry today appointed
really of more value to the cause of
Much.
the following notaries public: Lee O.
the church at large than any state
Lester, Deming, Luna county, and
endowed church possibly could be.
.John M. White, of Albuquerque, BerNew York, Nov. 30. A lawyer on
Of my own knowledge I canflot say
nalillo county.
the city's pay roll, a Tammany Dem- whether or not tnere is any likeliHomestead Contest.
to Comptroller hood of the Benedictines and CarthuThe homestead entry of Alejandro ocrat, has written
to the United States. I
believed that sians going
he
Baca of San Pedro, No. 0309, made Metz, stating that
am inclined to think, however, that it
sec. 13, he is being paid too much, that his is true, provided of course, they find
July 30, 1908, for the SW
and W 2 of SE .1-- 4 of sec. 14, Tp. salary ought to be reduced ten to fif- conditions favorable to the manufac11 N., R. 7 E., N. M. P. M., was In- teen
per cent. He also suggests a ture of cordials.
vestigated by the federal land' office
general revision of salaries downward
here today upon charges of
ENRIQUE CREEL SUMwith the requirements of the and a reduction in the city's clerical
MONED TO MEXICO.
law by the entryman, Attorney Ben- and legal forces from ten to fifty per
Chihuahua, Mex., Nov. 30. The
jamin M. Read representing the entry-'irta- cent. The writer of the letter is Ja- state legislature has granted a thirty
assistant
cinto Costa,
corporation days leave of absence to Governor
He is a graduate of Co Enrique Creel and has selected Jose
counsel.
County Commissioner Resigns.
Governor Curry has received the lumbia law school. Mr. Costa makes Maria Sanchez as acting governor.
iresignation of Christian Otto of Clay- - tne further astonishing statement Governor Creel has gone to Mexico
that there are other employes wEo City and it Is believed he was called
agree with him.
there to take a cabinet position.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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CRAZED EGOTIST COMMITS' HEINOUS MURDERS.

'

ROOSEVELT PARTY

Shoots Four Including
His Mother
and Then Ends His Own
Miserable Life.

Iffl DEPARTMENT

III

Greenil!
Ohio.. Nov. P.O. After'
murdering his mother and an officer'

Young Men Are to be Placed
in Command of Ship

TIE

OPES

Greatly Elated
who had aleui
to arr-s- t him, and j
woprobably fatally injuring another
Over Success of Hunting
man and her husband. Clyde Weaver,
Yards
34 years old. committed siiici le
Expedition
Weaver was declared by physicians
to be a icted with exaggerated ego
HEALTH
SPLENDID
and was under suspended sentence ALL IN
from the probate court. At 2:30 yesr
terday afternoon Sheriff John F.
Business Reform is the Oject of
and Deputy Sheriff William H. Gues of Lord Delamere on His
Kara went to Weavers house io arRanch at Njoro Until
Secretary George L.
rest him. The appearance of the offDecember 10.
VonMeyer
icers seemed 10 drive the man vhient-linsane. He opened fire upon them
Washington, Nov. :!0. By inaugur- from an upper window and Farra fell
Loiniiaii. British Africa. Nov. P.O.
ating his comprehensive plan of bus- wounded. A moment later Weaver's Colonel Roosevelt, Kermk Roosevelt,
iness reform" in the navy depart- mother rushed from the house, cringj Edmund Ki ller and Leslie A. Tarlton
ment tomorrow Secretary Mever will 'Tin shot," and fell dead at the feet of j arrived lu re today from the Ciuas
sheriff.
probably forestall all attempts fit j
gishu Pliteau. All are in splendid
While Ilaber was trying to revive health. The fcriiier President is
congressional reformation of the department fer the present. At this the woman, Weaver walked from the reatly elated over the success of tbe
time, he will ask only that the bureau house, carrying a revolver.
He went hunt on tbe plateau.
Among the
of equipment be abolished.
A year! to the woodshed, where Farra had sights witnessed was a display of lion
hence, if his reforms are found satis- crawled, and fired twice
at,
the j killing with spears by the Mandi
factory in practice, he will ask Conofficer, killing him. He then riors. The exhibition was a thrilling
gress to make them permanent by jumped into tbe buggy in which the one. The party will be guests of
enacting them into laws. The re- officers had come to the house and Lord Delamere on his ranch at Njoro
forms are regarded as a striking vic- drove to the home of Levi .Minnich. tint il December 10 when it will pro--a
tory for the line officers. Secretary
neighbor, from whom he demanded cee.i to Nairobi.
When he hesitated to al
Meyer intends to appoint younger protection.
men to positions of commandants and low him to enter the house. Weaver! MRS. CHRISTY'S PATHETIC
PLEA TO HUSBAND.
captains in navy yards. Instead of drew his revolver and shot Minnicb
being "easy snaps" for officers who through the back. Weaver then turn-- !
want to round out their careers, tlfe ed on Mrs. Minnich and shot her, Will Fortiive Evervthina and Foraet
commandants in future will be men twice.
All Their Troubles if Taken
who later will go out in 'command of
A large posse quickly surrounded
Back By Him.
the house and two deputy sheriffs' ships.
broke through the door. They disNew York, Nov. P.o "If Howard
covered the body of Weaver under a wants to make up all he has to do is
TAFT MUST HAVE HEARD
OF CLARK'S EXPLOIT.' bed. He had used his Jist liuTlet to to take nie in his arms and I will forblow out his own brains.
give everything and forget all our
The condition of Mr. and Mrs. Min- troubles," said Mrs. Howard Chandler
is Addicted to the Harroun Al Raschid
nich is critical.
Christy, wife of the artist as she disRacket and Wanders About
cussed family difficulties today.
at Ninht.
STRIKE OF SWITCHMEN
She expressed this willingness when
IS ORDERED. informed
that Mr. Christy had said in
30. President
Nov.
Washington,
"
O., where he is contesting
Zanesvllle,
Taft is developing into a twentieth To Go Into Effect All Over Northwest
lhe hAWM coruils proceeding brought
Haroun
Al
acRaschid.
He
is
century
Unless Railroads Make
j
hy llis wife t0 reC0Ver their 10 year
quiring a habit of prowling around
Concessions.
ol(1 daughter, Natalie, that she must
the streets and parks of the capital
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 30. Accord- - take thp fil.Rt
stjp towanl ,econcila-inat night. When the conference on
to Frank T. Hawley, the
tjon
the propsed changes to be made in of the Switchman's Union ofpresident
North
gi10 saj,J- the interestate commerce law ended at America, a strike order has been is-- l
not W;mt any C0H,.t rocee(1.
10 o'clock last night
Secretary Dickin- sued to take effect this evening. The Jnp, anrt tne only Tea8on l brought
son and Attorney General Wickersham order is issued to all unions of switch- them was to
Natalie back. I want
were leaving the executive offices.
men from Lake Superior to the Pacific ionr mtle gil.lf but l want Howar(1
"Hold on there a minute," called coast and applies to all railroads in
We can all be hapjy togetncr
num,
the President. A moment later he the northwest. "Unless we get
nere in the east,
appeared struggling with the buttons statnial concessions before six o'clock I !..lf Howard
0Tll'v
sPP ,nigi, iri
of his lisht overcoat. "How about a this evening,'.' said Mr. Hawley,
we
have
can
"allthis
a 1)appy
ight
walk?" he said. "Let's strike out."
our men will strike."
Christmas
together."
Both said that a stroll in the dark
Late today there appeared to be no!
was exactly the thing they had been hope of concessions by the railroads.
SENATOR PLATT TOO
pining for. The stroll took them over "We will fight," said President Hill
ILL FOR TRIAL.
the wind swept reaches of the Poto- of the Great Northern. "We carried
mac river bottoms. The trio walked the men through the financial panic
briskly back to the White House without a cut in pay. Every five Mae Wood Will Have to Answer
Charne of Forgery and Perjury
where the President waved a farewell years or so we have to meet this
on December 15.
and disappeared.
nuestion and now it is time to settle
So far as could be discovered no
New York, Nov. 30. Former Senasecret service men hovered near the
tor Hatt's ill health has again caused
CALIFORNIA SURE TO
patty in the walk.
GET THE BIG FIGHT. postponement of the trial of Mae C.
Wood, accused of forgery and perjury
SENTENCE OF GOMPERS,
iii connection
with her recent suit
Official
be
Will
at
Bids
Opened
ET AL IS STAYED.
against Mr. Piatt, whom she claimed
New Jersey, Tomorrow
ta have married. The trial is now
Forenoon.
Court of Appeals of the District of
New York, Nov. 30. With the ar- set for December 13th.
Columbia Grants Petition in
rival today of Eddie Graney of San
Contempt Cases.
four promoters who READY FOR TRIAL
Washington, Nov. SO.The court of Francisco, the
most serious competitors for
OF H. CLAY PIERCE.
are
the
of
the
District
of
Columbia
appeals
Johnson-Jeffrie- s
are
in
the
the
fight,
Nov. 30. Both the
Austin,
.Texas,
today granted the petition of Samuel
tomorrow morning at 11 state and the defense announced they
Gonipers, John Mitchell and Frank city and
Morrison of the American Federation o'clock they will personally attend are ready for trial today in the case
o
Labor in the contempt
ase the opening of the official bids at against H. Clay Pierce for alleged
aainst them for a stay of execution Hoboken. Thomas J. McCarey of false swearing. The selection of the
of the mandate of the court sending Los Angeles, arrived last night and jury probably will be completed tothem to jail. The mandate is stayed James Coffroth and Jack Gleason oT morrow. Two state witnesses did not
San Francisco, have been here some report although it is believed they
indefinitely pending an appeal to the
of the four men have are in the city and attachments were
supreme court of the United States. time. Eacha certified
check for $5,000 issued for them.
submitted
with their hid, and it is believed that
the largest sum ever guaranteed fcr
WILLIAM a fight will be offered Johnson and
Jeffries. It is practically certain that
the fight will be held in California.
Ex-Preside-

nt
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FIERCE STORM

FAVDRSJOCIALISM

BALLINGER CARES
NAUGHT FOR MUCKRAKERS.

At Least He Advocates Extension of Government
Insurance

SWEEPS

is Convinced
That He Knows
Something About the Nation's
Kisagala Maru Founders in
Resources.
Heavy Seas and All on
Chicago, Nov. 30. Richard A.
Board are Lost
secretary of the interior, who
came to Chicago today, said:
"I do not care a fig what the
TACKLING ATICKLISH PROBLEM
'muckrakers' say or believe about me EMBANKMENTS ARE DAMAGED
personally. I have lived in the west
Benefits for Sick Workers and nearly all my life and I may perhaps
be pardoned if I harbor the conviction
of Shimonoseki Appears to
Dependents of Deceased
that I know something about the na- City
He

Bal-linge- r,

Have Suffered Most From
tion's resources.
the Elements.
"Too much already has been said
Berlin, Nov. 30. Emperor William about the Pinchot controversy. Mr.
Tokio, Nov. 30 A fierce storm
opened the Richstag today by per- Pinchot has nothing to do with niy
If there must be a condepartment.
his
from
the
reading
speech
sonally
swept over the vicinity of Shimonothrone. The speech contained the troversy it can only arise because my seki
yesterday and last night. The
views about the way my office ought
important announcement that the"gov-- J to
are
run
not
be
modified
Maru, a Japanese vessel of
be
to
Kisagala
by
exa
had
measure
eminent
prepared
who deal a 2,374 tons, foundered and it is feared
tending the sick benefit insurance to amateurdealconservationists
more with fictisn than that all on board are lost. Twenty-fiv- e
the working classes not heretofore great
bodies have been washed ashore.
protected and creating a system of facts."
Insurance for dependent relatives of
Many fishing boats are also believed
AUSTRALASIA KEEPS
to have been wrecked. The piers and
deceased workers.
DAVIS CHALLENGE CUP. embankments at Shimonoseki
were
EDITOR BOBBED OF
Sydney, Nov. 30. The Australasian badly damaged by terrific seas.
HIS RICHES AT DENVER. defenders retain the Dwight F. Davis
Storms Extends to Korea.
Denver, Nov. 30. Samuel J. Lewis, challenge cup, having today defeated
Manchuria, Nov. 30. The
Dajren,
'
managing editor cf a Denver news the Americans in the final matches storm has raged over Korea bay since
The Japanese vessel JirA
paper, was held up soon after 6 of the international tennis tourna- Sunday.
o'clock last night and robbed of $40 ment.
Today's play was in singles sen Maru foundered c.lfcC Yonganipo,
at-- (
a
also
bandits
at
The
watch.
the mouth of the Yatu rivand,
made a better Korea,
and the Americans
wrecks are reported.
Other
er.
in
earlier
than
matches.
tempted to secure a diamond ring.
the
showing
Laborers.

.
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Chickens,

Turkeys,

Ducks,

Feas,

Turnips,

I

Green Beans, Wax

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,
Beans,

tuc nimvI

Sweet

Cranberries,

Beets,
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SANTA FE, N. M.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

iMUl
am
- -

siiurs
ww-"I

'

- --

Established 1856.

Cauliflower, Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,
j

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

gen-nin-

and all kinds of Nuts

'

register tickets
with allcashpurchases.
Cas!i

WeG lVc

Winter Grocery
f

f

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.
No. 40

Telephone

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

4.00

PRICES
FROM

PO

FOR

Box 219.

HOUSE

&

FURRIER

Santa Fe, New Mexico

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

KlK

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Courses

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Depaitments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

S3

j

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

j

T7T

)

TWT7P AT C

i

Lump

RKSIDENOH!

!skies'
But the hurrying host that

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Tween

,

cloud and the water
It rhe

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

j

flew

PICTURE

'

be--

Take

XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablet
refund money if it fails to cure
Drupftists
wT:
GKOVK'S
signature is on eaeli
no more is I HOX. ZOO.
i

T)VJ

NIGHT PHONfl

j

Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.

Telephone 85

Send for Prospectus

'

Wood

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

1

i

SANTA FE, N. M.

WHOLESALE
.RETAIL

"iPfiJI" CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

'

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
V&SWSoftV FRANK F- - GORMLEY iftSffSi'di..

FRAMING

Given Careful

Personal Attention

iqq
tOO

TASTEFULLY

OFFint;
pen
11 LI
PHONE
LI

AND

SATISFACTORILY

iin
ItlU
DONE.

LA

I

'

Telephone 85

II

Grouufl

Ufa leal

SOLE AGENTS

I
,

AF'P DQFTTv)X

VWfi.?

S

M1

lbBs,.

W yJjS?

mmi LMm

fWWKWf

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

M

J

Also Good iot Chickens

Flour, Hay,

THE CITY.

i

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

A IS D

Al-

T

JEWELER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

TRY OUR

IN

St. Michael's College

j

MANUFACTURER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

oal

Phone 36

j

Q Cult 7
3.
apil

B

HALF CENTURY

3SSSSI

j

Goods.

A

THE LEADING 0RY GOODS

i

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

CALL AND SEE THEM

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

$6.00

BULL'S LYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

t

S

--

Ifyou wantCa good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of

'

CALL ApD SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Incorporated 1903

ehel Suit

n

Bannanas,

1909.

mm 10s. comit.

used Cascarets and feel like a new
man. I have been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach for the last two
THE
years. I have been taking medicine and
By William Cullon Bryant.)
other drugs, but could find no relief only
Stand here by my side and turn, I for a short time. I will recommend
Cascarets to my friends as the only thing
pray.
for indigestion and sour stomach and to
On the lake helow thy senile eyes;
the bowels in good condition.
The clouds hang over it, heavy and keep are
very nice to eat."
They
sray,
Harry Stuckley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
And dark and silent the waler lies;
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
And out of that frozen mist the snow-Ie
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
wavering flakes boginis to flow;
926
cure or your money back.
Flake after flake
They sink in the dark and silent lake.
j
seen;
Flake after flake,
See how in a livinc swarm they come
At rest in the dark and silent lake.
From the chambers beyond that misty
veil;
Placed in Jail for Burglary Deputy
sonie nover iaue in an. unu nuine
Jenkins of Springer, has
Sheriff
sum-f
Rush prone from the sky like
placed in the county jail at Raton,
mer hail.
Charles Begley, charged with burg-- '
All dropping swiftly or settling slow,
lary. Begley confessed to stealing a
Meet and are still in the depths below wauh from G. M. McGuire at Spring-- 1
Flake after flake
er.
Dissolved in the dark and silent lake.
Death of Young Bride Mrs. Ralph
Dm cher, aged 18 years, married only
out of the
Here delicate snow-stara year, died suddenly of convulsions at
cloud,
the home of her parents at Taos. She
Come floating downward in airy play. was a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Like spangles dropped from the glistand has lived most of her
lirandenberg
'
ening crowd
dife at Red River, Taos county.
That whiten by night and milky way; i
Territorial Grand Jury Discharged
There broader and burlier masses fall;
at
Las Vegas The territorial grand
The sullen wafer buries them all
jury at Las Vegas has completed its
Flake after flake
labors and in its final report congratuAll drowned in the dark and silent
lated Chief Justice Mills upon his belake.
ing appointed governor of the Territory. The jury returned S'i true
And some, as on tender wings they bills out of 38 cases examined.
Mixed Train Goes Over Embankglide
From their chilly birth-cloud- ,
dim and ment The ierailing 0! the mixed
gray,
passenger and' coal train on the St.
Are joined in their fall, and, side by Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
side,
railway near Colfax, Colfax county,
Come clinging along their unsteady iied up the road since yesterday.
Three coal cars went over a steep
way;
As friend with friend, or husband with embankment and were reduced to
kindling wood.
wife,
Married at Las
Cruces At St.
Makes hand in hand the passage of
Genevieve's church at Las Cruces,
life;
Miss Clotilde Amador and Antonio
Each mated flake
Soon sinks in the dark and silent lake. Terrazas of Chihuahua, were married.
Mrs. H. B. Holt was organist, Miss
Lo! while they are gazing, in swiftest Lena Broadus played on the violin,
and Miss Elizabeth Garrett
sang
haste
Gounod's Ave Maria. Father Vander-masse- n
?li.
oireani uown me snows, mi ine air is
performed the ceremony.
white,
Newspaper Changes The La Lande
As myriads by myriads madly chased,
Leader is a new paper in Roosevelt
They fling themselves from their
county and is well printed and edited.
j
shadowy height
The Raton Reporter has been sold by
The frail, frail creatures of middle
George B. Behringer to Willis C.
sky,
Brown of Washinston, D. C. The TorWhat speed they make, with their
rance County Leader has been turned
graves so night;
over by W. H. Evans to the owner,
Flake after flake,
Mrs. R. N. Maxwell, who assumes ediTo lie in the dark and silent lake.
torial charge on Wednesday of this
week.
I see in thy gentle eyes a tear;
More
Newspaper Changes C. A.
They turn to me in sorrowful thought Macv and Perman Fardel! have nnr.
Thou thinkest of friends, the good and chased the Amistad Tribune from W.
dear,
M. Kinearle and Rnherr
C
Kinnaria
Who were for a time, and now are not
Clayton yews has been resurrect-- ;
jhe
Like these fair children of cloud and ed
succeeding the Lance. J. Harry
frost'
Bincklev is the editor. W H. Smifh
That glisten a moment and then are retires from the Zuran
Weekly News
lost
because "the support given the paper
Flake after flake,
has been far from adequate to our
All lost in the dark and silent lake.
needs and we have found it a losing
venture from the start." J. A. Will is
Yet look again, for the clouds divide the editor and
proprietor.
A gleam of blue on the water lies;
And far away, on the moutnain side,
(Continued on Page Seven.)
a sunoeam ians irom the opining
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IS THE QUALITY! unless the druas are of the
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected,
a fief sir firm ic nccnrori
and
CAPIl ITV
J ITMrMIfl
v, vnn
x i anu
vv
'

nwu
liiw
jrV.
cidss or arugsmviie an your prescription business.
THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,
IN TRADING HERE

Let us fill your prescriptions
! il
i . i
i
i
mor
me
wiin
rignt Kind and
lclvjc
-

-

-

OOK'S PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218
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INSTRUCTIONS SENT TO
FROM RCSWEIX.
CURED TO STAY CURED.
ONCE WASTE-NO- W
WKVLTH.
CENSUS SUPERVISORS.
made wit
Automohll
About a quarter of a . eutury ao cotton
Mew Mexico Military Institute
Olne at Torrauce for Roswell
seeil w.s thrown awav as absolutely M
daily, How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Com.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roa
Reminded
Dare
Politics
That
Again
vuiv-.A
.i
iou.iy, jToiiueis rejrt
plete Freedom From Kidney
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
Not Play Any Part in Selection
mi cnui mum tuiai are inaue iroin m;r 1
V V I
t
Troubles.
Th
Weit Point o th 8outhvet.
j,
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
of Enumerators.
cotton seed. Improved
Annv
(tt;cer Detailed by War Department.
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and ar
processes of crushing and refining theoil
Armt
from
backache
i
suffer
If
Wash
on.
inn
Nov. ". Tlie funeral have resulted in a product equal to the! 3
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
I:ipector UANK SCHOOL IN CLAbS
J
you
insmu-iiun"A."
From urinary disorders
lo siiiemscrs
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
of the purest olive oil m nutritive value. From
census have been issihmI hv 1'. S. Ceil' it is produced a cookim? f:it f called Cot-From any disease of the kidneys,
is $").S0 and between Torrance and
Tbroiijrh Academic course, preparing young
'
...
tilell.- m
K,. ,l,
..a
sus Director
Hoswt'U $10. Reserve seats on autoBe cured to slay cured.
for col
Great
men
or for t .iuess II
They
i
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting the scope of the census, the
location
Ilediihiets
of
work.
amount
air
open
,
' i i.ii-ictuu
nure ctoncjini
ii, mueu
i... l...:
rinnin-i.mi- ,
,
cures.
uie
iimu's . or lie super- - c.il as well. Asii this
manager. Automobile Line.
of any Military School io the Union. Located
tact
......
-ISU
i'enei '
?
aMH
.
u.e
01
Fe
numeratton
lonnaiion
isois,
Santa
people testify.
o the tie.autlful Pci
Vi 'cv the garlen
km,wn t,le use ()f cott(m
..v
j ,a
districts, the appoint mem of entilii-- the form of Cottulene will be practically
Here's one case of it:
The seals and record book? for noof 3.700
of the West at at,
spot
t
Kusebio Escmlero, 10C Griffin street, raiors, the eniployincnt. of interpre-- j- unlimited.
e
taries public for sale by the New
sea
above
feet
level,
day, but
and allowMexican Printing Company at very Santa Fe. N. M.. says: "In 1902 1 ters, the compensation
or
rain
es!en.
Ittie
iirw
during
ot supervisors, tli
-"
qualify they can uot, under the law,
,h.,iuji-.reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived;""EUven Officers and 1ntructcr, ail gradu"without justifiable cause," refuse or
of duties,
and
- fw
r
nonperformance
recom,u...
al.so
11L
handled. Call Ml 1J1UV.11
ated companies are
ladly
eastern colleges. Ten
from star dard
ates
conclude
with
to
the
the
of
a
tieulec;
duties
personal
perform
paragraph
Win siaTciiipnr.
at or address the New Mexican Print-in- mend them in a
office.!
to promote
intended
furnished,
heated, lighted
assumed
the
and
f.Y"'"'
position. Having
bulidingj, throughiv
prompt
Company. Santa Fe. New Mexico. For two or three vears I suffered whole
tin y can cot retire at their
own
all respects.
modern
.1, ion.
and
ir
.UOlll
A
i
nnmnlaint
,.
laeiai;He tiiiu ,,Mv
The supervisors are ad-- .
E. A. Gaboon. Hre.sident; W
pleasure.
REUENT
,
...
There was a retention of the Kidney
to
have
in
view
substitute
eiium
ueii
Vice
m
Hamllluii.
f'resldent; J. i'helps White,
(i.
w.ihh
r' Vr u
secretions and other difficul
1 erators.
; W. M. Atkinson
Treasure.-.
Secretary, and W
mv
v.eret
780 W 6th M. S.W Cor. 6th. & ope Sis. r,..,n
Kulnevs
nviAimno
n is stated that
av v..,.. ti.tr.f ti,iti-rin enumeration)
.... years f)i ase lneiuihh' for appoint- A
- nn:i
Fllyan
llieilt as enumerators. It is stated itistriets where
eiy weaiv.
the population is
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
called to Doans iviuuej i iu
'iHiat
a considerable number of women largely of some particular
foreign
Kir-- t
Hns family Hoaddress.
box at Stripling, isurrowh were employed in both the eleventh nationality, t lie
ought to
supervisors
tel El'HoPKAN PLAN procund a.
W. WILLSOK,
store.
They promptly and twelfth census.
COL.
;lou rooms, to private & Co.'s drug
It is sui?t;ested he abb- to obtain members of that
Ibatlis.
All
outside
t
me
Superlntcndana.
''
im.ii
Hat
r k
intelliHl i .ill
it is umlesirable to employ ennui nationality
with
sufficient
y
Irtoins. best ventilHted leneveu
jhonse in the city; two strengtnenea my Kiuuey u.m
t.r.ltol.s
a,.e ,()() jlnmatllr1- - either gence an.l education lo act as enumwlo
i nu-I.
oiock inmi
every symptom of my trouble. Ona,,,, experience or appearance. The erators. The employment of such per
vp: y heart of ct
for
comfort
few occasions since then I have had SUI,...rvjM,-.I
I
;m, (..luti,i,,j IO ,.x(.rcis,-nee- sons as enumerators will also tend to
jUiitxeik'l
;J'jfi
.
of a kidnev medicine and I amj,!,-,j,KiKment in e;l,.h in,iivi(luai (Kspel any prejudice that may exist
is our
to say that at such times I have case'i,'L;iiai!clt'Hllllll-Sagainst the census among the foreign
motto; hot and cold glad
Doans' Kidney Fills with the, r, js Sllegested. as they are partic-preate- population. It would also reduce the
used
rnnuinir water and
steam heat.
benefit."
ulaily likely to bo socd enumerators, cost of the employment of interpre-H VI'KS 73c
ters.
by month
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 that the supervisors employ crop
diiyspeciul terms
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in tn
i
vt munition st.i.ai uirri-iuuwi.
Foster-MilburThe supervisors are informed that
Co., Buffalo, porters 01 the V. S. department of
M. I. BAK.KY.
rop.
located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
officers and
New York, sole agents for the United agriculture;
tested by tbs
leading tie regular form of application for)
miles west has been thoroughly
workers in farmers' organizations, appointment as enumerator, a circular Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
States.
miraculous cures attested to in th
Remember the name Doan's and
setting forth the duties and qualifica-- j of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuassociations,
n lil'inL-- l
i, ,n .1,., t rn?
creameries, etc.; progressive farmers iillW i if riiiluiii:
take no other.
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
and their sons and daughters, and es- form lo contain the designated names
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
&
pecially young men and women who and a circular stating precisely the Grande Railroad, :rom which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
Notice for Publication.
have attended agricultural colleges 1;ttes of compensation to be paid
line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comor agricultural experiment stations; enumerators, will be furnished later daily
Telephone ISo Ho" Red
The
No.
02C7.)
temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath(Homestead Entry
former enumerators; on.
physicians;
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
of
the
Interior,
Department
Applications should be addressed to carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
(School teachers and substitute teach-jers- ;
Denver
Stage meet
per month.
L. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
the individual supervisors and not to
and
college
students;
ihe entire trains and waits fer Santa Fe train
and delightful
very
dry
November 1. 1909.
ihe census bureau. It is understood
U now a commod-- ) upon request.
This resort is attracOrnamental Doers
Notice is hereby given that Laura
that the filing of applications will be year round. There
v i o- - nam- (te jr munjrim, c. i v j
louc hotel for the convenience of in-- I tive at all seasons and is open all
Chase Alien, oi feama re, e,
,ations for clerical positions or for pumi'tod to continue until about Jan- valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
maue numv.- mail carriers; substitute
who, on July to,
letter car- uary lii. The population and agricul- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
of
stead Entry No. 02CT, for SE.
riers; local, state, and municipal off- tural schedules will not be forward-o- i
p. m., tb
diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at
and icers; and
NE.
of Sec. 3, and N
tile supervisors until a few weeks
SE.
particularly town tnd vilFor
same
further
contain
waters
7hese
1,626.24
particular
day.
Town
grains
10,
Section
of
hct'oi? the enumeration begins. It is
NE.
SV.
lage clerks and recorders.
of alkaline salts t the gallon, being address:
A;
9 E., N. M. P. Men-diani
1C
more
(Jo.Imh)
fMiumera-ioN.
The
than
i
Range
ship
supervisors are cautioned that
XR VI
will he employed, of which niiiu-be- r
has filed notice of intention to in no case should any person who is
4.",i!0u will carry both the popula
make final commutation proof, to es directly or indirectly concerned in
tablish claim to the land above de the assessment of property for taxa- te ii and farm scnedules.
Taos. Coanty N JH
0j)
j
scribed, before Register or Receiver. tion or in the collection of taxes be
A
designated as an enumerator.
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
clergyman writes: "Preventics,
The instructions call attention to those little Candy Cold Cure Tablets)
on the 4th day of December,
section 19 of the census act and state are working wonders in my
1909.
parish."
it provides
that all appointments Preventics surely will check a cold,
witnesses:
names
as
Claimant
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy. shall be made solely with reference or the Grippe, in a very few hours,
J
v
- 1
All
iI
t
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine to the fitness of the appointees and And Preventics are so safe and harm-without reference to political
party less. No Quinine, nothing harsh noi
Lumber) because the wood is Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
affiliations.
R.
OTERO,
and
MANUEL
Fine for feverish, restless
sickening.
perfect in every particular
The supervisors are informed that j children Box of 4S at 25c.
Register.
Sold by
free from, every imperfection of
drier proper enumeration districts Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
kaofcs, cracks and warpings
have been established it will be their
NO CASE ON RECORD.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
a duty to designate a suitable person EDDY COUNTY
TO
On record of
case
no
is
There
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so cough or cold resulting in pneumonia in each district to perform the actual
OF
OIL
FIELD.
BOASTS
it can be absolutely relied upon or consumption after Foley's Honey work of enumeration.
and bu'lders. and and Tar has been taken, as it will The director is emphatic upon this
by carpent9rswide-awaWell at Dayton
Several
Produces
archi-tap- .
ke
all sensible,
stop your cough and break up your point and says it is their most ima Day Difficulty to
Barrels
t,a ViProfl.hnnts
car tieularlv cold quickly. Refuse any but the gen- portant duty. They must exercise
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
Case Water.
mention our Lumber in their uine Foley's Honey and Tar ir. a yel- the greatest possible care to secure
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Their success as
low package. Contains no opiates and competent persons.
specifications.
30.
X.
oil
Nov.
The
M.,
Carlsbad,
and
the
all
success
and
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
drug supervisors
is safe and sure. Sold by
value of the census as a whole are, field of the Pecos Valley is reality.
gists.
For many years oil men have inves Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
he slates, absolutely
dependent upon
oil
the thoroughness,
and tigated the many indications of
accuracy,
and all Foreign Countries.
promptness with which the enumera in various parts of the valley and
have been fully convinced that here
tors perform their duties.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
The instructions state that the is one of the greatest oil districts of
enumerators should be active, ener- the world. Money, however, has been
getic persons of good address. They lacking for making test wells. Now
OF
men
artesian water have
must
be thoroughly
trustworthy, found seeking
the oil. A year ago at Dayton
honest, and of good habits.
They
must have at least ordinary educa- in drilling for water gas was encountion, and be able to write plainly and tered. The water was cased off and
the gas taken into use. The pressure
with reasonable rapidity, in
MEX.
N.
MESILLA PARK,
general,
preference should be given former has steadily increased, the test made
enumerators, if they are at present a week ago showing more than 400
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
physically able to perform the duties. pounds pressure, the gauge used beIt is hoped, the director states ing 400 pounds. In June an artesian
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
mat in many cases they will be abh well being sunk near Dayton devel- 01!e,, a snia11 flnw of water at 800
to secure the services 0f
in Mechanical
persons who
College courses are offered in Agriculture,
ao not care for the positions on ac- feet. The drilk-- r continued and at
count of the pay involved, but who 1,020 feet oil sand was encountered!
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco
are willing to do the work in the pub- So far all ..ttempts to case off the
water hf-- been unsuccessful, yet this
lic interest.
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculWhile not required bv law. no well continues to produce several barIn
in
of
ture, coarses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
enumerator should live in the district ren of oil a day that rises through
on
oil
1,020 feet of water
top of the
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities he is to canvass. Only in case a sand.
A short time ago another well
competent resident can not be found was drilled at
Dayton which produce's
should a selection be made of a perfor self support.
RIGHT.
a
at
conservative
estimate 25
very
son living elsewhere.
President
the
address
oil
a
water
The
has
of
barrels
day.
For Catalogue and further information,
The instructions state that in or- not been cased off. The
difficulty in
der to determine the fitness of enum- all
these wells has been that the
Bw Caspar Avenns
erators the director will at a later drillers have little or no
experience
date
N.
Mex.
provide for an examination, the in oil work. These wells, however,
Agricultural College,
form of which will be prescribed by demonstrate that the oil is here in
him, and the examination
papers
quantities and that all that is
themselves will be passed upon by large
to develop the
is
necessary
the census bureau. This examination field. Oil men capital
on the ground say that
will be of a practical
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
character, con- if oil had been struck in any other losisting chiefly or wholly of the filling cality in quantities like at Dayton, it
out of a sample schedule of popula- would have meant an immediate
tion from data furnished, and, in the boom. In a short time oil
rigs would
case of enumerators whose work will dot the district around
Dayton and
be in rural districts, the filling out of the
big district west of Carlsbad.
310 San Francisco St.
a sample schedule of
at Lowitzki's old Stand
agriculture. Ap- There is no question about the quanplicants who are unable to pass this tity of the oil nor of the quality, In
examination will be rejected, and it the district west of Carlsbad the
will be necessary for the supervisors oil oozes out of the rock and get inBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
to designate others. The utmost pre- to shallow stock wells and.
Hacks
many a
Hire
For
cautions will be adopted by the well has been ruined for stock purOpals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
director to obtain an examination poses by oil.
ANSWERED
CALLS
SISGLE RIGS, SDRRIES
which will accurately reflect the inSANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Franelaoo St.
DAY OR NIGHT
dividual fitness of the applicants, and
& S4D0LE HORSES
A Religious Author's Statement.
which, also, will be surrounded by
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisevery possible safeguard to prevent
sevany of the applicants from resorting bury, N. C, who is the author of
to collusion or from obtaining assist- eral books writes: "For several years
No parsons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks
AUTT
ance in the preparation of the sample I was a ieted with kidney trouble and
last winter I .was suddenly stricken
schedule.
in my kidneys and
with a severe
"It will be a mark of your fitness wa confined pain
to bed eight days unfor the position you hold," state the able
to get up without assistance. My
We will give you prompt and efficient
instructions, "to make your selec urine contained a thick white sediof the finest
tions in such a way that the number
same
ment
I
of
trade
and
passed
frequently
service and solicit a part
your
who will be unablo to pass this examday and night. I commenced taking
ination w'ill be as small as possible, Fntpv'a
VlflTio,r T?pnieilv nnrl iha T,nln
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
You will later be fully informed as
We keep one hack for calls only
and finally ceased
abated
AND
NEWiST
LATEST
AND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
gradually
to this examination."
and my urlne becanie normaL j cheer.
PHO
The circular states that applicants fullv recommend Foley's Kidney Rem- INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
RED
should understand that their entire ' edy." Sold by all druggists.
L
139
working time will be required during!
the period of enumeration, and if If you want anytnmg
jn earth trjr
they accept such appointment and a New Mexican want "ad."
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietnr.
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New-Mexic-
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Wells Fargo k Company
Express
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General Express Forwarders

j

All

Parts of the World.

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

LJWIEIlf STABLE!
Flno Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
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THIRD TO MOLOCH.
Prof. David Starr Jordan, is not
only one of the leading scientists of
the age, but he has devoted his life to
the cause of education.
He must
know, therefore, what he is speaking
about when he says: "The energy of
i
of the young men of this
country is wasted and the benefit they
might be to the nation is lost because
of their habits." He blames insobriety and dissipation for the failure
of so many young men to make good.
"I am perfectly sincere," he says, "and
do not believe that my statement is in
any danger of being contradicted when
say, roughly approximated,
of the young men of this country are
wasting themselves through intemperate habits and the accompanying vices.
They are not only rendering themselves- valueless during their life but
they are shortening that life. Such
wilful waste of energy, moreover,"
continues Dr. Jordan, "is not confined
to the larger cities of the country,
though it is probably a little greater in
such communities than in the more
open country. In New York City, there
is probably a greater waste of energy
on the part of young men through dissipation than in any other community
of the land."
Suppose Great Britain were to de- tuiif iu lumorruw; suppose mat a
British squadron and a British army
were to invade this country and were
u carry
ot the young men of
the nation into captivity, what lamen
tations there would be, what tremendous and patriotic efforts to free those
young men from bondage. Yet, many
sit supinely by their firesides and permit 'dissipation to invade the home and
carry off the sons, and loo often, the
daughters, into capitivity compared
with which banishment to Siberia or
to French Guiana would be heaven.
ONE

r.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
very postoffica in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
nmung the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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The Xew Mexican can fl0
printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly
come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the west.

OF SANTA

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

Capital Stock,
$150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000
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HOW THE PECOS VALLEY VIEWS! That the choice was made with the
best interests of the territory in view
Hon. no one can doubt, and while many will
Thp Pecos valley wanted
Nathan Jaffa to be governor. There is! no doubt experience disappointment
no mistake or delusion about that fact, that their favorite candidate failed to
It is pleasing therefore to note that receive the appointment, yet we canine voice of the press from eastern) not fail to concede that a wise and
New Mexico is favorable to Chief Jus- just man has been chosen, one on
tice Mills for governor and promises whom we can rely to make it his chief
him unqualified support in making his aim to serve his people well."
The Democratic News at Clayton,
administration a success. Perhaps,
the most conservative and yet, most even joins the approval chorus by re
representative utterance is that of marking:
Will Robinson in the Register-Tribun"After all The News is satisfied,
He says:
with the appointment. As we could not
"No uncommon duty toward Gover- set a Democrat, we are satisfied with
nor William J. Mills devolves upon the next best thing, a fair and judicial
the people of New Mexico, irrespective minded Republican."
of party.
Of Judge Pope's advancement,
the
"He has been appointed after years Daily Record, a Democratic paper at
of bickerings and contention that to Roswell, says:
"It is almost needless to say any
say the least have not been creditable
to the territory as a whoie, and which thing regarding Chief Justice Pope,
have done more than any other one as he is so well known in Roswell
thing to retard the cause of statehood for exactly what he is, a credit to the
and create an unjustifiable impression supreme court of the territory. His
toward New Mexico. It is not the time appointment was a merited one, and
now to enter afresh into the merits of the news received with pleasure by
Either the insurance men are lying
the people of Roswell. The Record
these things, and The Register-Tri-Imnwhen they say that the insurance busdoes
but
do
to
no
so,
desire
has
has not the slightest doubt that the
iness in Xew Mexico does not pay
earnestly desire to bespeak for the appointment of Judge Pope was the them, or the business needs
reforming
truer
and
a
new executive
broader
proper one and a deserved one."
and the nianasers of sundry companies
treatment than has been accorded any
are chumps, which presents a dilemua
of his recent predecessors, and we do
A FLIMSY BUGABOO.
, that must be
unpleasant to the princi
so in the face of the fact that Nathan
The
Roswell
Tribune pais, me reports ot the insurance
Register
Jaffa was our choice for the position, comes forward with the proposition, commissioner
and the territorial audi
that we used all of such influence as that instead of adopting prohibition tor before
show
him,
that
bewe had to secure his appointment,
lor that city next spring as is pro- only a small fractionconclusively
of the amount
the
best
be
to
him
absolutely
lieving
posed thai the number of saloons be
in premiums in Xew Mexico
man for the job on New Mexico soil. reduced to two; "that these be com- collected
iu paid out for losses and if the busi
not
man
has
of
another
The choice
pelled to remove all screens, tables, ness is a
losing one then an unusually
changed our opinion. That Jaffa was chairs and other incentives to the large amount
is eaten up by commis
of
but
no
ours,
fault
not appointed is
loafer an the gamester, and that the
since he was not, we feel no hesitancy licenses be sold to the two highest sions aiiu expenses, a per cent so
that it should be an inducement
in pledging our cordial support of the bidders, no bid for less than $10,000 large
which a year license fee to be accepted." to Xew Mexico property owners to or
influences and counter-current- s
mutual home companies. Ou
had an undoubted part in his selec- It is further proposed to include in ganize
the other hand, the insurance commis
tion. We have our own opinion on the ordinance a clause "that sale to
sioner is overwhelmed with applica
those points, but it will not be allowed a minor or an inebriate would re- tions
from companies that desire to
voke
the
Governor
license
of
without
further
our
probias
to
judgment
enter
Xew
which
is
Mexico,
e
Register-TribunThe
ceedings."
Mills and his administration.
a strange course for them, if Xew Mex
if
fears
that
is
enforced
prohibition
"Judge Mills is a clean and powerful in the
city of Roswell that the dives ico is the losing field that the comman. He, will come into office at the
flourish
would
in the suburbs and ruin panies claim it is. As a matter of fact,
eve of statehood, with many difficult more
the openly conduct- they will have to advance another arthan
people
tasks before him, certain of the an- ed saloon
in
does
the city. It is a gument if they expect the people to
tagonism of many, no matter what he condition that calls for territorial stand a boost in insurance rates.
does. They have gotten so used to belegislation but until such is had, the There is already talk of organizing muing ferninst the government, that they New Mexican believes that communi- tual home companies in various counGovnow.
will hardly be able to quit it
ties that desire to abolish the saloon ties and the talk will ripen into action
ernor Curry has done the very best he should do so as a matter of
protest unless something is done to, reduce
with
could do to placate and unify, and
and placing themselves on record. the already oppressive rates.
reasonable people has succeeded. It The fear of dives in the suburbs is
will be the ta ends of this pacifica- one often advanced but in
reality very
They will have to join the Republition, the most stubborn elements, that often proves to be an idle threat. The can party. The Democrats of
he will leave- to his successor, and if average man does not walk a block county in last week's Clovis Curry
Weekly
he is to succeed, he must have the out of his way to get a drink; it is Journal ask for a
square deal from the
of
irrespectthe
the
people,
good
of
the
backing
open door when hands of their bosses, something, of
temptation
he passes from and to work or busi- course,
ive of party and previous affiliation.
will never get. They con"To this end, we would suggest an ness, that lures the boy and the clude they two
their
column appeal as fol-in
Mexico
New
entire innovation in
young man and the grown persons to lows :
such matters. It is that the new exe- take the drink that leads to the tak"Let us hoe that when the delecutive shall be welcomed by people ing of another. Of a thousand fre- gates meet here in December
they will
of all parties. Instead of denouncing quenters of saloons' in; Santa Fe not have become
to
awakened
fact
the
are
a
hundred
would go to Tesuque or
him, to wait until his actions
that their honest faith has been tamhim
or
Fria
even
to
Agua
after
the
suburbs
before
bad
going
proven
pered with, and a most strenuous efwith words that burn. In place of at- to quench their thirst if saloons were fort to shake off
the fetters with which
closed in the city. The saloons on
to
his
motives
actions,
low
tributing
would
have
been securely bound,
they
the
outskirts
would
soon
to
have
to rate them high, as is warranted by
shall have been made. All the people
close
for
lack
of
counif
the
business,
and
standing.
personal
his past record
want is a square deal and fair
play.
the If
Tc forget that he belongs to any party; ty authorities strictly enforced
the Democratic party will not give
law.
only remembering that he is governor
it to them, they will support a party
until that time, now near at hand,
Twenty-seve- n
residents of the Cos- that will."
when we will elect our own executive tilla
The New Mexican adds merely that
Taos
will suffer
valley,
by popular suffrage. To unite in desire inconvenience, costscounty,
and perhaps loss the new recruits to the Republican
cleanthe
for
for the best government,
of their property because they have ranks will be heartily welcome. There
est and highest citizenship, and the ad- net heeded
is only one party of the square deal
of
the Mexican to the advice of the New
vancement of the best interests
and
that is the Republican party.
take
of
the
advantage
whole territory. Later on, if the gov- small
act
which
holdings
the
through
balernor, having been tried in the
efforts of Governor Curry and DeleThe New Mexican is sorry that the
ance, is found wanting, then resume gate Andrews had been extended un- impression has
gone out through Secthe usual program. That will be fair. til March of next year to enable the retary of the Interior
Ballinger's reMills
Governor
this
idea is taken,
"If
claimants of small holdings to make port that New Mexico has 470,000 peowill be able to accomplish much. If it the proper filintrs with the snrvpvnr ple. It will be
very fortunate, if the
is not, he will be beset by squalls, and general of the Territory and thus
gain census takers will find within 100,000
the very obtainment of statehood itself tine to their property. These twenty-se- of that number in the
territory next
ven
will be jeopardized.
defendants claim to have April. The cause for the
"It is a division of the way for New lived on their holdings thirty years
of population is the extravagant
Mexico.
and more but not having taken the claim made in
back and in add"Quo vadis?"
steps provided by the small holdings ing to the first years e
the estiThe Carlsbad Argus expresses itself act, they are now defendants in an mated growth of the
for which
year
to
satisfied for it says:
defend
which will the report was made.
ejectment suit,
Starting with
"That Judge Mills has been appoint- cost them much more than the small an estimate of 300,000 in
1901, it is
fee
demanded
and
to
make
is
holdlatest
a
the
small
ed governor
report,
to see that by adding only 20,000
easy
another gratifying part of the same ings filing. The New Mexican under- each year, the
present figure was
dispatch which announces his appoint- stands that there are hundreds of reached.
on
the public lands in Rio
ment is. that part which tells of the settlers
Taos, Sandoval, Valencia, Soappointment of Judge Pope as the Arriba,
The San Juan Democrat speaks in
successor in the office of chief justice, corro and other Rio Grande valley uie
ionowins appreciative lines of
made vacant by Governor Mills' ap- counties who have neglected to ob- Judge John R. McFie:
to
tain
title
their small holdings and
pointment. The Argus is satisfied for who will
"Our three weeks term of court will
always be in uncertainty un-- !
Judge Mills to be governor as long til
wind up the last of the week.
probably
have
brought suit to ouiet
as Judge Pope could not get the office, titlethey
if they do not take advantage of Judge McFie is rushing things through
but is also pleased that the latter gen- the small
at lightning
and is now trying
tleman should receive recognition by tended for holdings act which was ex- civil cases atspeed,
the rate of, several each
their
benefit.
especial
being made chief justice of the terriday. So far the decisions rendered by
torial supreme cdurt, an office hardly
There seems to be no false alarm the court meets with general commensecond to that of governor."
,
about the discovery of oil at Dayton, dation."
In Quay county, where the press
Eddy county, and there may soon be
had been backing Judge Edward A. a rival to the Texas oil fields In
Considering the time taken to write
Mann, for the place, the New Mexican southeastern New Mexico. The suc- it, that editorial of the Albuquerque
at Naravlsa says:
cess of the Dayton field will lead to Morning Journal on the appointment
"The President of the United States renewed exploration in the Santa ot Chief Justice William J. Mills to be
lias appointed Chief Justice Mills as) Rosa, Gallup. Farmineton. AWrinnoH 'governor, will h a. hrilliant nno
the coming governor of New Mexico Santa Fe and other nil fieiria f
r.lflssip that win ho minted tnr au
to succeed Governor Curry, resigned. Territory which are undeveloped.
to come.

The Spanish edition of the 1909
Laws of Xew Mexico are now read?
for delivery.
Price: Paper cover.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage.
Address
all orders to The Xew Mexican Printing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
AUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
25
75
Dily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
65
Daily, per year, by mail
7.00
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Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civ ilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,'
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistetit with safety and the principles of sound hankiing. Safeiy deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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H. A. HART
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PaLaGE HOTEL
Ask lour Wife

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP.i

One of the

Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service

Unexcelled

About a If Gee

the West

in

woman living in
ted property
longs to
Into a bouse
own,
There are hundreds of things
she would like to do to make her
uwn home more eonfortable,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman is a
saver,
and she will hel p youmoney
to pay for a home, wonderfully

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

i

pret

i

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Rent Money
Will Do

AMERICAN AND
EUROPE'. AN PLAN

We will el you a very desirable home on payments, which
rent money will make
jour
Don't wait. Begin now paying

for your home.
LET US EXPLAIN
OUR
CONTRACT OR CHEAP MO-

.1

NEY.

GEO. M. KTNSELL

HOTEL

294

San Francisco St.

J. E. LACOME,
Proprietor

H.O. KAUNE

Commodious

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
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THE LEADING

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION J

a Good One,

FREES THE BUTTON WE

DO

The Original

THE BEST.

KELLOGG'S
Toasted

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

CORONADO
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Toasted Rice Biscuit
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than any
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Sanitarium
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Steam Beat
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Try a Package.
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HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
WMBT

CHRISTMAS1

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORI
EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FJS

'PHOHE 2B.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Don't

r a'.l

'

to
Call
and

Inspect

Train leaves for the north at 10:15

Excellent Assortments of

'

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
111 Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

a. m.

other

:

articles

.that

attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Train arrives from the north at

Many

Proprietof
Santa Fe, N, M.

.

4

m.

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves
Train arrives
Santa
Leave Santa

Santa Fe at 1:45.
at Santa Fe at 5:25.

Fe Railroad.
Fe 8:25 to connect
with Nosl 10anJ 2 from the south and1
west, and No. 3 from the east at La:

v

,
Junction,
v"
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m.
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
' with 7
and 9 from the east and 4 and.
S from the west.
Arrives 11:10 p. m.
v--
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years, be a
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in
train
to
it is your duly
.of
benefit
your
business methods, io give him tha
business experience.
See that he has a bank account 'while he is grow-lothai will give
up. There is no other one thing
and
conception of
him a more proper insight
account.
business than havirg his own bank
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

of today, will, in
If you have a sen
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Santa Fe, 8.

$50,000"
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DIRECTORS

G. FRANKLIN

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N.

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.
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B.

LAUGHLIN

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA
FREDERICK MULLER

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assaracce
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M
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Jacob Mustier of Albuquerque, is vis
it ing relatives in Santa Ke.
Miss Nellie Friday is expected to
arrive in Santa Fe this week.
J. X. I.iiiKlien, a Denver traveling
man, is registered at the Claire,
j
Harry Cohen, a shirt salesman from
New York, in registered at the Claire.
W. A. Meyers, a traveling man from j
Los Angeles, is stopping at the Claire. '
A. C. Dare, a traveling man from!
Chicago, is among, the guests at thet
j
Claire.
H. M. Bull, a Chicago
traveling!
man selling dry goods, is a guest at
the Palace.
j
11. B. Hammond, who travels out of'
Albuquerque, is among the guests at
the Palace.
Cruz Galleons and wife of Leybn,
Sun Miguel county, are in the ci:y buy-insupplies.
H. M. Jenkerson, a St. Louis traveling man, arrived last night taking
qtnuters at the Claire.
K. C. Lewis who travels out
of
Denver, was among last night's arrivals at the Claire.
Attorney R. H. Haunn, who has been
away on an eastern trip, will return to
Santa Fe this evening.
H. C. Kales, a Chicago
traveling
man, is visiting the merchants. He
is registered at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach
and
son, have arrived safely in Germany
on the steamer President Grant.
Mrs. George Hay ward and daughter
of Santa Fe are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas V. Hay ward at Las Vegas.
John V. Corbett of Mountainair,
was a noon arrival at the Palace today, coming on business matters.
D. Martinez, a brother of the terri
torial coal oil inspector, is a visitor in j
town today, a guest at the Coronado.
A. A. Bull and family, and A. J.
Dykes, of Duran, are among the
sightseers registered at the Claire.
L. Chernis, a traveling man from
St. Louis, is in town selling a line of
hats. He is stopping at the Palace.
a Cincinnati
Hugo Scharwenka,
traveling man, is in town selling a
line of clothing. He is a guest at
the Palace.
F. T. Kahnt, a Denver traveling
man, is in town selling a line of groceries and cigars. He is registered
at the Palace.
R. S. Herbert, the packing house
representative of Las Vegas, is visiting his customers. He is quartered

Block

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur
:
:
ance in the Best Companies :
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence
Properties; also Some Fine Bargains in Lots
and Fruit Ranches.

at the Palace.

If you 'want 'any thing in the above line call on or addrees

O
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WATSON & COMPANY

Fhoae ELi ispti

s
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Catron.

Santa Fe,

Sleek

Christmas is Cominff!
are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting
goods line.
We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, too! cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

iT,

I--

NOW IS THE TIME

B. F. Meyers, a traveling man from
Denver, was among the noon arrivals at the Palace. He is selling a
line of cigars.
F. T. Blandy, deputy internal reve
nue collector, has returned from a
trip to Alamogordo where he went on

court matters.
District Attorney Elmer E. Studley
and Representative Clarence J. Rob
erts of Raton, arrived this forenoon

r
j

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
pleased with his tri: and reports hat
the men in charge of his properties, J.
L. Lopez and associates have made
an important strike on the Gold Standard. They have a ten inch pay streak
of free milling gold quartz, some of
which is very rich but the streak will
average about ?!)) per ton. This strike
is the original Gold Standard vein that
produced something like $ l.'i.OOO some
fifteen years ago. The property
then owned by Pablo Aianda and Bob
Carley. At the time quite a sensation
was caused.
Work is also going on at. the Gold
Coin, an adjoining porporty to the
Gold Standard. Sixty tons of ore have
been taken from the Gold Coin property and this is now to be taken to the
stamp mill for treatment. This work
will be done as soon as the weather
will permit.
Experts who have looked at the
properties consider them wonderfully
promising, and say that telluride will
be found with deep workings.
I

s

from Albuquerque.
William Barrows, representative of BOYS OF COMPANY F, N. M. N. G.
ORGANIZE BASKET BALL.
a Chicago dry goods firm, is quar
tered at the Palace.
Line-Uand Ex- Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, Have an Excellent
From
Give
to
Teams
U.
pect
school
S.
of
Industrial
Indian
the
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Other Cities a Drubbing.
made an overland trip to Taos in his
208 WEST PALACE AVE
PHONE 203 BLACK
The
avtomoblie.
boys of Company F, of the
C. M AVilburn and James Aldredge New Mexico National Guard, have
of High River, Canada, are among the lately been practicing, hard at basket
in town. They are guests ball and from their number a team
WOODY'S HACK LINE sightseers
been selected to repreat the Coronado.
gJE five has
P. H. Albright of Winfield. Kans., sent the company. The members of
From
arrived tcday at noon accompanied the team are Earl Wilson, Jessie Xus- SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA
by his wife and son. They are here baum, Albert Clancy, Frank Keefe,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
on a sightseeing trip and have quar- and Harry Franklin. The team will
THE VALLEY RANCH
Meets'! Both North South ters at the Palace.
continue regular practice and very
disC.
A.
of
shortly expect to match their strengtn
Albuquerque,
Ringland
Bounds Trains.
A anions old Spanish Land Cirant
been summoned to with the team from Albuquerque.
has
trict
forester,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
beautifully and historically situated
on official business and Teams from other cities will also be
the north hound train and arries at Washington
on the Pecos River7000 feet above sfea
for
will
leave
the national capital on played and the events promise to be
Taos at 7 p. m.
level and surrounded, by pine and
of
v,
rnno nhnnt of ereat interest to all lovers
nvnoniinr
Tknj
spruce covered mountains of upwards
Ten miles shorter than any other two
'
believe
local
The
they
boys
sport.
weeks
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
Good convenient hack and
way.
John R. McFie, District. Clerk have the best team in the territory
in the year such as no disease germ
Judge
teams.
good
can live in. The greatest health givW. Shearon, District Attorney and are looking forward to the defeat
Ettoit Tiling- dcaa-- to Make Fas Frank
of all outside teams.
C. Abbott and Court Stenographer
ing country in the world. 26 Emiles
E
saaag-eCcnafbrtatle.
east of Santa Fe.
Mrs. G. F. McXitt, returned last evening from Aztec, San Juan county, just
Splendid trout fishing in Sum- raer and all kinds, of hunting,
in time to escape a snow blockade on
riding-TENHORSEBACK
Cumbers Pass.
MONEY AND METALS.
etc,
Rev. E. E. Lee of Dallas. Tex., Rev.
New York, Nov. 30. Call money
W. C. Grant of Melrose, Roosevelt
4l-2prime mercantile paper 5
$10.03 and $12 00 per week
county, Revs. R. P. Pope, S. B. Cal- 5
dollars 43; AmalgamSaddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
Mexican
AlamoG.
of
C. Bergman
loway and
851-4- ;'
New.
,
Atchison 1181-2- ;
$5.00 per week.
ated
the
.over
last
arrived
evening
gordo,
Pa1251-2- ;
Southern
York
Central
New Mexico Central Railway'and left
Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
200
1281i-4- ;
Pacific
Union
cific
Basket leaves Monday Tue&day this morning for Las Vesas to attend
and all Informatiun
Pfd- 123
Bai mi steel 86
Returns Thursday and Friday. a session of the New
York Nov
30Lea(1 qu5et
J. F. MILLER Mgr. Valley EanchH.M, AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop conference.
437
dull; standard
Copper
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector
;
Silver 511-4- .
13l-2Dec.
and
P. O. BROWNj
Phone No 23
Martinei of Taos Is in Santa Fe spot
WOOL MARKET.
on official business. He says that the
Red
o
st T.miin Vnv 2u. Wool (lull: ter- Agent.
as uvS na
Bnowia-ai
and western mediums 2429;
here and the cold considerably severer. ritory'
fine medlums 2125; fine 13020.
He also reports that on account of un
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
M.
fortunate legal squabbles over lands
D.
&
SON
or
Class Lessons
Individual
Ohicatro. 111.. Nov. 30. Wheat Dec.
and water rights a number of new set-- ' 106
May 106
IN GRAMMAR;
Builders and Contractors tiers are leaving Taos county.
Corn Dec. 58
May CI
I. Sparks, chairman of the board of
PLANS & ESTIMATES
RAYMOND HAACKE
May 42.
Oats Dec. 39 8
county commissioners returned today
Pork Jan. $21.80; May $20.75.5
Furnished on short notice
Care New Mexican
from San Pedro where he has mining
Lard Nov. $14.30; Jan. $12.52
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY interests. He was extremely well Ribs Jan. $11.30; May $10.82
N CTABYFUELJC
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 30. Cattl- eReceipts, 19,000, including 800 south'
ems market steady to shade lower.
IF YOU WANT TO GET
p

TH E

Coming Christmas.

The

This of all seasons make matkind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful givir.g is re
cognized ia all civiiizj'i lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
We hive a plerjdid array cf servicible things to
pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
lew of which are mentioned below.

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets,' Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

For the Baby

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Youngsters
For the
Young Lady

For the

For Mother
Ul

FfltllPP

laillDI

A THOUSAND OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO SELECT FROM

MARKET REPORT

NIS

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
draWn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders, Handkers
chiefs, P.lilitary brush sets,
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Long Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
Pipes, Cigar humidores, Felt slip-- i
pers, A Victor or Edison Phono-grap- h
will amuse the whole family
Book-rack-

Young Man

PAT1

Gift
etc.

Go-cart- s

'

$5.00

h

find Everything for the Household

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it j
for fall wear.
We will charge j rjgh.T

FARE

'

ft

?

OFFICERS
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UNITED STATES BANK

,w

W. N. TOWNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

1--

For Best Laundry Work

7--

-

1--

Mal-s1ui-

j

SPANISH LESSONS

HOOVER

If

You

want the latest thing in

1--

TIES

CallZat the

1--

1--

CBS

TIME IS

HI

THE CHAS WAGNER

WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
Til-- YOU
WANT IT GO TO
FURNITURE CO.
TeT'

peeial Xmas Hargains in
Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

Native steers $4.758.50; southern
steers $3.505.65; southern cows $2.75
8 4.00; native cows and heifers $2.50
5.75;- stackers and feeders $3.20
4.90; bulls $2.904.25; calves $3.75
7.50; western steers $3.755.60; west
em cows $2.604.75.
Receipts, 20,000; market
Hogs
steady to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales
$7.958.20; heavy $8.158.30; pack
ers and butchers $8.058.25; light
-

$7.508.10; pigs
Sheep

$C.50"-50- .

Receipts

,

10,000;

market

steady. Muttons $4.505.50; lambs $6
7.50 ; ' range wethers and yearlings
$4.006.70; range ewes $3.505.25.

I a Moda Millinery
OF INTEREST TO LADIES
Haveralsorjust received a; full line of
"Dnvol" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
IWJul and all kinds cf ART EMBROIL).

ERIE

and NOVELTIES.

:

:

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

78

Catron Block
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distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
r?V rgufc.
,,- ,- can be avoided hv
nsino-H 1 mowers mend. Tmsrem- I?
to exnert- edvisa God-sen- d
ant mothers. rarrvino- them
No woman who uses
through the critical ordeai with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth.; for it robs
Ihe ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child.
leaving ner in a condition
mors favorable to speedy recovery. The child is also
healthy, strong and good
bouk

Comoany.

Railway

SANTA EE, N. M.

1

.

-

.

-

.

Our
containing valua-uaiuic- u.
ble information will begent
(ree by writing to
ERADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

ntnrpH

LEOPOLDO TORRES
GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

m

Killed Louis Benefield a Fellow Prisoner in Jail at Albuquerque
New Suits Filed.

Palace.
a. m.
L. Chernis, St. Louis; A. M. Bull,
a. m.
a. m. Willaid
F. T.
Burrows,
Chicago;
a.m.
a.m. Kahnt, Denver; George D. Culey, Las
a.m.
a. m. Vegas; Hugo Scharwenka, Cincinnati;
a. m. R. S. Herbert. Las Vegas; H. R. Ham-

CHICAGO THE BEST
MARKET FOR APPLES.

Permanent Exhibit Should

FRATERNAL

SOCIETY

MAftCNJC.

Be Install-

ed in Windy City Where Buyers
From All Sections Could
View It.
Spokane, Wash., Xov. HO. Professor
If. E. Van Deman of Washington. D.
C, who presided as chief judge at the
national apple show in Snokane,
15 to 20, in a letter to the
management of the enterprise, reviewing the display of l,500,od0 apples and
contests for prizes of $25,000, says that
while the exhibition was the best in
the history of the world, Chicago is
the logical point for exploiting American apples, adding:
"A thousand persons would
see
them there to one who will see them
here. They will learn not only all
about apples, but also get suggestions
about how and where to grow them.
Every apple at your show should go
east, where the prospective buvers
could see them. Growers will get more
for their apples in Chicago than they
could possibly get here.
"On the whole, it will be better for
the western growers to show in Chicago than anywhere else I could think
of. The growers of the central, eastern and southern states and provinces
in Canada could then have equal opportunity to show their apples and we
would have a real international apple
show."

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M.
Reg
-.

-

ular communication
first Monday of pack

...

montn

at

nan at

Masoula

Y;30 p. m.
L A. MASSIB.

Worthy Master
ALAN E. McCORD, Secretary

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

i,

M.

Regular co
vocation second Monday ot
each month at Massei
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. C RANDALL, h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

ki3

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In e&eU
month at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m
Xov. ;J.0. Guilty
of
H. F. STEPHEXS, E. O.
7. 46
59
manslaughter was the verdict returnPERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
at
ed
ll::;o yesterday morning by
mond, Albtiquereue.
Connect! with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N.
the jury which sat in the case of the
Claire.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
M., 6:15 p. m.
Harry Cohen, New York; A. A. Ball Territory versus Leopoldo Torres,
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Connect! with E. P.
I. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M., ami family. J. A. Dykes, Duran ; H. U charged wilh the murder of Louis
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meett
:5 a. m.
Lanson, Oroville; .1. N. Lundgrun, Den- Benefield, colored, on April 5 last.
on the third Monday of each montfc
The
of
the
was
case
trial
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets train at Preston, N. M.
last
begun
ver; E. C. Lewis. Denver; W. A. Meyat 7:30 o'clock in the evening ta
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines is follows:
arguers, Los Angeles; II. C. Eales, Chi- Wednesday and the closing
Masonic Hall, south side of
ments
were
NORTH BOUND
made
SOUTH BOUND.
morning.
yesterday
cago; A. C. Dare, Chicago; C. It. The
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Visiting
No. 1, :0I a. m.
and
at
return10:15
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
retired
Evans, Fort Collins; J. M. Jenkerson, ed a jury
invited to attend.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
a
more
dially
verdict
an
little
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
than
St. Ix)uis; T. C. Buell, X. J. Strum-ques- t
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
hour later.
TracK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
fi. San Pedro.
Venerable Master.
Torres and Benefield were fellow
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P 4 3 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Coronado.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32, '
GLEANINGS BY A
in the old .city jail last
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
prisoners
C. M.
James Aldridge, spring,
Wilburn,
Secretary.
Cimarron, N. M is depot .r the following points In New Mexico: Ocata,
having been sentenced to five
PERIPATETIC PEN
High River, Canada; Malaquias Mar- days each for minor offenses.
Lakes.
and
Red
Aurora
They
fiayado,
Taos; E. E. Lee, we're allowed the use of i he iail cor
B. P. O. E.
i;te Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo tinez, I). Martinez,
Tex.; AY. C. Grant, Melrose; R. ridor and on the night of April 4
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O.
teco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo, Dallas,
H. R. H.
P. Pope, S. B. Calloway, O. C. Berg Torres
with the
attacked Benefield
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Milk of Human Kindness Stops holds its regular session on the sec...
. neauug
... . , .
man. Alaniogordo; Clay Kinsell, Stan- .,
a
stove
ui
and fourth Wednesdays of each
autl Deal Train The
uaiupei
W. A. GORMAN,
P. J. DED.flAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
story of an incident ond
Icy.
the colored man up in such a severe
montn.
visiting brothers are invite
Modern.
manner that he died the next day. strongly portraying the force of char- and welcome.
Superintendent V res. and Gen Mgr- - Gen Pass Agent Blanche AYorley,
DAVID KNAPP.
acter
an
of
on
one
of
the
engineer
San Diego, Calif".; Robert Kincaid, was tne only other
.
RATON. N. JM- RATON,
RATON, N, JH.
Exalted Ruler.
Fe
Santa
trains
reached
has
Santa
just
D.
Ray Taylor, Denver; E.
Drummond, nrisoner in the ini! nt the time the
J. D. SENA. SecretaTv
Fe.
The
Sunincident
occurred during
Antonito; E. M. Behymen, Mcintosh; affair happened and he did not
snow storm as one of the
W. A. Ceorge, Vaughn;
V. B. Wilally see Torres attack Benefield. but day's heavy
Knghts of Pythias.
heard noises which indicated that a Santa Fe trains was plowing its way
liams, Gallup.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2. Knisrhts nf
westward.
from
his
cab
the
Looking
was
scrap
going on between the two
engineer espied the figure of an aged Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
men.
TUBERCULINE TEST IN
8
Tuesdays in month
was
SANTA FE DISTRICT.!
T,lat Torres
insane was one of man tottering across the snow cover- O. O. F. hall, San at o'clock in I.
Francisco
St. Visited
desert. Seeing that the poor felthe chief features of the defense put
Work Began Today Under Supervision forward for Torres. The case was low was about to collapse and at any ing Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
of Federal Veterinary Surgeon
prosecuted tor the Territory by Dis- moment might fall to the ground, an1 JOHN K. STAUFFER.
K. R S
that
he
in
be
would
of
trict
S.
G.
Klock. Manuel
and Cattle Inspector.
Attorney
freezing
danger
to death, the engine chief nulled the
lT. Vigil, a well known young attorToday Dr. T. A. McCarthy, federal
:
,,,, i tUB
f
Notice fnr Dnhli.-&-ney was appointed by the court to nrvci aim ,.siuinieu
UiUll. T...i..
"vanuii.
nusumg
veterinary surgeon, 'began work of defend
Homesteal
Entry (Serial 03S8S) No
Torres, who was unable to to the aid of the old man he found
testing cattle in the Santa Fe district1
SOS'S
Mr. Vigil handled nun iu a siaie oi exnausuon anu carfor tuberculosis. He is beins assisted! employ counsel.
the case in a very clever manner, ried him aboard the train. The old Department of the Interior,
by territorial cattle inspector, E. E.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cross-ex- fellow proved to be a resident of IlliVan Horn, and a number of denniies showing unusual ability in
- nois and said he was on his
'
November 2G, 190!).
..
anu
lesuiier.e
west
ueveiopiug
way
aii . , . ,i
jamming
"
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
""""Lal c ""'itimoiiy
to the defend- - and had walked the entire distance.
advantageous
be inspected and Irf
then the rest of the ant
The conductor of the train angered be- Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
territor y will be looked after. The law
The penalty for mansiaugUter
,8 cause the train had been stopped, pro. N, M., who, on September 19, 1904,'
requires that the test be made in all from one to five years imprisonment ttstea
TO THE EAST & NORTH
vigorously with the engineer made Hompstn)v. uuuj uci id i voooo ;
lUBU! U1
uoi'uiauon ana over and, in the penitentiary in the discretion rrTlino- fli latfan'o
No. 80S7. for RE.
p.,
A v.
SW
90
Qa
that in addition to dairy herds, indi- - j of the court.
Now in effect Via
'E
&
Nw
4
NW.
that
XE.
the
was
train
of
already very late.
vidual cattle will also be inspected
Arias and Chaves Up Again,
Sectin
33, Township 12 N., Range 12
But
all
that
the
conductor
received
in
where the products are used for
sellingj Frank Arias and Jose Chaves,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
the way of satisfaction was the gruff B-- ' ,N M- - p- - Meridian, has filed notice
the market.
j dieted
by the grand jury a year ago reply of the
to the effect: jof intention to make final five year
The test for tuberculosis is a very with larceny from Santa Fe freight "Well if the engineer I'm
company
working fo" j Proof. to establish claim to the land
interesting one. The normal temper- - j cars were placed on trial for the
about stopping a train when it above described, before the Register
kicks
E. P. & S. W.
A trial at the last comes to
of a eow is 101.5 degrees. After fense yesterday.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
saving a human life, then or
XT
V?c
HT
,.
r
the tuberculine is injected the cow's .erm of court res"lted in a
.mi.
v
i m wining
to
"u j.1tue inn aay
lose
oi January.
With
my
that
job.
For full particulars,
A. N. BROWN
is carefully watched
If ury- - The defendants are charged ne mounted his cab and soon the train 1S10.
Wlth
stealinS wine, brandy, cigars, was
In. H. A.-- K, P. A S. W.
the temperature rises three degrees '
Address
Claimant names as witnesses:
Kl Paso Texas.
again on its way.
within sixteen to eighteen hours it is butter and otber llke articIes fl'm
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marques?
a certain sign of tuberculosis and the Santa Fe ars at Abaj0- - The men
Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee is created .iuan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of
animal is condemned and killed 1hg were arrested following the search of
Lebya, New Mexico.
from
pure parched grains, malt,
o'f
owner beinS paid three-fourth- s
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the !" , a"eg? ::fenCe;' byf B,en W,lliamB etc. no real coffee in it. Finenuts,
in
Fe
"
appraised value not to exceed $05.
. Register.
flavor
is
"made
in
detectlve
a
force
minute."
No
and
of Police,
Vr.,
In
vioinit,- 20 or 30 minutes tedious
Twfl
on
the
bailing.
?
be e
ing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"fence" was made on January 8 and Sample free. Frank Andrews.
Pecos
Forest Reserve.
Cattle List.
a quantity of goods recovered which
Not Coal Land.
Santa Fe Andrews. 15; Bacon. 2: it is claimed were stolen
iha tun HERD OF IBEX ON
'
No. 03943.
Barela, 0; Bergere, 1; Bishop, 1; Clos-jmeDistrict Attorney Klock is pros-son- ,
MOUNT EAGLE IN OREGON. Department of
'
the Interior,
1; Chavez, 6; Casner, 2; Catanach, ecuting the case and W. C. Heacock
U. S. Land Office, Santa
Fe, N. M.
u, jL.iBit-.v-,
j, risiie, i; Hampei 2; ls lepreseniing me detendants. It is Creation of a Preserve Advocated in
November 23, 1909.
Harvey, 1; Hersch, 1; Lowitski, 1; Lo- - likely the case will go to the jury
Northwest to Protect Big Game
Notice is hereby given that
1; Luna, 3; Moya, C: McFie i
Eugenio
day.
in the Forests.
ivianjnez y Lujan, of Lamy. N. M.,
New Suits Filed.
Mueller, F., 1; Muller, D., 2; Kramer, j
1 T
1 0ft ,
WtlO.
Snnl-gnOn
on
Vr
WooV.
Xov
rv.n,1
i , j.v-r'
umuc l.UUlt?- R. W. D. Bryan, attorney for Otto
nou., iiuv. OU. 'Spuria1; Burke, 1; Da vies, 1; Nusbaum, 3;
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Spokane and. . .throughout the stead entry Serial No- - 03943, No. 8151
trustee, ;and August men 1. in
Patterson, 20; Rolls, 1; Retsch 4; Sun- JJieckmann,
...
. for the northeast
i.
T.
quarter, (NE
ny side, 15; Sena, 3; Thomas, 1; Vic- Kraemer, filed a suit in the district uuiumesL wni give w. it. marker ot
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
Baker
court yesterday asking judgment
City, Ore., every support in his section IS, township 14 N., range 11
,
tory, 2; Walker, 1; Wagner, 1;
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
8; Sunniount. 4; Coronado, 3; against William F. Ohlrau, Clara B. efforts to secure state or federal pro- of intention to
make final five year
tection
for a herd of ibex on Mount
Gregg, 1; Goodwin, 1; McQuarrie,' 2; Ohlrau and Mrs. M. A. Phelan, for
to establish claim to the land
proof,
in
$3,000,
be
due
to
Eagle
Parker
on
a
alleged
Oregon.
advocates
promPenitentiary, 4, tested; II. S. Indian
the creation of a preserve on the above described, before Register and
school. 15; St. Catherine's, 2; Deaf & issory note dated January 5, 1907.
E. G. Garcia and Co., through At- mountain so that the only known band Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Dumb school. 2.
torney Felix Baca filed a suit asking of ibex on the continent may be saved Fe, N. M., on the 30th day of DecemTesuque
Corbet,
2;
S;
Romero,
1909.
Via
judgment against Plutarco Lueras from slaughter. He has hunted big ber,
1.
Claimant names as witnesses:
and Clara O. Lueras for $1,000, al- game in eastern Oregon for
years and
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,
leged to be due on a note dated De- possesses wide knowledge of the trails
Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
MINISTER BUYS OUT
cember 1, 1907.
and canons in the mountains, and be of
GRAND
CHINESE LAUNDRY.- Lamy, New Mexico.
lieves that since the haunt of the herd
MANUEL R. OTERO,
If you desire a clear complexion is known to
others the animals ought
More Money in Washing Soiled Linen take
Register.
Foley's Orino Laxative for (inn- - to be protected to
prevent extinction.
Than in Preaching to
stipation and liver trouble a a it will When he first announced the nresence
Still in effect to all
BIDS CALLED FOR.
stimulate these organs and thorough of the band in the
mountains some of
Sealed proposals will be received
30. Rev. D ly cieanse your system, which is what
Wash..
Nov.
Spokane,
the veteran hunters asked for proof, separately by the Board of
points.
B. MeKnight, who came to the north- every one needs in order to feel well
County
which was forthcoming by Parker Commissioners of Santa
Fe county,
west from Kansas last Spring, evident- Sold by all druggists.
out
For further Information make inquiry of
a
dead
Santa
doe
bringing
ani
buck,
Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec!
ly believes there is more money in
fawn. Parker looks upon the ibex as a 10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire
proof
P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
washing soiled linen for other peonle ORATORICAL CONTEST
asset In a sporting way for the en- vault doors. Also court house furniAT ALBUQUERQUE. big
than there is in pilotins them along
tire northwest.
ture. Specifications
and schedules
SANTA PR. N. M.
the straight path. At any rate, he rewill be furnished the urosnectivp hi,u
signed the pastorate of the First Fifty Dollars in Prizes Hung Up
ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testMethodist church at Whiteflsh, Mont.,
winner win Go to Territorial
All bids to be addressed to
Meet
effective December 1, to go into the
at Roswell.
Geo. W. Armijo, Probate
j
Clerk, Santa
laundry business. He has bought Tom
Fe, N. M. ' The board reserves the
Five young orators from the Ai
Quong's place and will convert it intn
to
right
ntject any or all bids.
a steam jilant, for which there is need, buquerque high school will speak in
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
I. SPARKS, '
since most of the work is sent out of tne contest, to be held in the Elks'
Chairman Board of County
town. Quong has cleaned up a
tidy theater, Albuquerque, Friday night of
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
sum, which he wiljinvest in a truck tnis week, December 3, at 8 p. m. ,in
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving garden somewhere in the eastern part competition for ?50 offered in prizes
by Simon Stern. The winner has
for
the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between of the Inland Empire, firm in the be- the
AgenU
honor of representing the Albulief
that he will be able to return to
these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
querque
high school in the territorial
his
Full
native
near
in
of
village,
modern Cars in
Canton,
equipment
1915, oratorical meet
Shortest route between Roswelland
i
at Rosweil and rivalto
live
in ease. The pastor will not
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and service securing comfort to passen
ry for the honor is keen. The conmake
a
Courteous
statement
gers.
until
he
after
and
leaves testants are
Santa Fe and all points in the
expert ChaufEdgar Jaffa, David Rosen-wald- ,
feurs in charge of every car. Seat the ministry.
Valley and western New MexFred Calkins, Helen Heacock
reserver
on
Auto
tc
by applying
ico.
and Ralph Gibson. The
Read the pain formuAgent of El Paso & Southwest
on a box of
J"ufTes will
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
0tto' E'
and
or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros Pink Pain Tablets. Then nBir v...
Railway,
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
F E. Wood,
wen, New Mexico.
doctor
a
there
is
if
better
one.
Pain
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
ed after the close of the orations
by
50 lha.
Baggage allowance
im means congestion blood pressure A. J. Maloy, president
Railway.
of the board
amount of baggage can be carried somewhere.
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain of education.
All the
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arrlv- - by notifying Compaxy at Roswell.
speakTablets check head pains, womanly ers are well known and young
all are workpains, pain anywhere. , Try one, and ing hard to win the blue, ribbon
and
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrowthe audience will undoubtedly be' a
Co.
large and appreciative one.
J
p. in.
p. m.
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pulled off one of the star plays c;f is
d" 'lie depositors probably will MANY CANDIDATES FOR
the game. ,y evading Cruces defence be laid in two or three weeks.
WASHINGTON SENATORIAL TOGA.
and tackling her right end just in
The ,p posits of the bank amounted
the act of tossing the ball for for- to S.'ii.eiiii
ali( it is believed that $55,-(Nov.
ven
Spokane. Wa
ward pass, thereby losing 10 yards
can be collected on the bank's ass- candidates are a In a iy in th
In
for Cruces.
et-; within a short time. George F. With Hi of tie I", co inties in eastern
the intermission between
During
Hiin-'- , receiver, has on band $lt;,0nn Washington ' hear front, as sue
halves, the ca.lets. with joined hands in
on a cessors to Mil
cash, including $7.r.o rai-e- d
I'oihdex'er, president
marched over the field, wiving their
draft
Hank and Trust of the Southern Olu! of Spokane am!
the
upon
oily
in
tin.'
wildest ecstacv.
yells
renres ntative of the
Tne first touch down in the second Company of Hinniimham. Ala., which congressional
tl.e (ilfici'rs of that institution refused Third district, who has shied his casthalf was made in four and one-hal- f
.seat tsi the
minutes.
The downs and gains were to pay until K. (!. Bennett, attorney er into the a!et:.i f,,:for he receiver, made a visit to Binu- I'llited.Strfe
se.ett... The fospective
successively mad.- as follows:
Wigand threatened to throw the candidates are William 11. l.iidden,
gins gained 5 yards, Hignins V. yard:;
i
nam! 10 yards, kilburn M yards, trust company into bankruptcy unless' piesident of the
Club:
j
Senator Ha: ry Unseiihaup'. .'. !.o was
Hunting 10 yards, Kilburn in yards, tie' d:aft was honored at once.
Bow bis' friends and relatives Itave
1'oindexter's chief opponent in i;iov.;
Higins 10 yards. Hunting s yards,
:i
to assist him in raisins th"1 Svabury .Merrpt. lawyer, and T. I).
promised
Hunting
yards. Haird touch down.
afNo catch plays were n;ad
Rockwell, state railway rommU-inn-i-- r,
just old money necessary to wind up the
time advances through th. line and fairs of the bank and it is believed that
Spokane; I.i e Johnson. Sunny side;
etui runs beimt made.
Two more the stockholders of the institution will I. O. Meigs, North Yakima, am J. I.
touch downs were made in this half rec.-jvsome payment on tin ir stock. Bassett, Ritzvil'e. Tne scran.!
for
Bo'.vids will not be admitted to bail the senatorial
after which Staines kicked goal
toga also is inter
ing,
It was a game of steady team work until all the depositors are paid in the candidates tj date being
for the Institute from one end to the full.
dexter, Thomas Burke. S. attlei..
other.
Few snoetaeu!
McOormlcTC. Tacoma. John K. IPm
I
made, on the other hand they were CONCERT TO BE GIVEN BY
ril,3 S(Jatto who d,,!arw h. bas
it
HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLU B.
eoniplere musters
throughout the
way for o(h.r asIli,,mt.,
game.
Legh Richmond Freeman, North
Contains Many Interesting
The .. & M. boys proved the very
I'cindexter has the Mm...n of
Numbers
Well Known Tslent
!. a. .
j
the Progressive Republican
opposite, being especially fine in passTo Take Part.
ing and receiving forward passes. In j
of editors and owners of
j composed
On next Friday evening under the
fact it was their one dependence. But
daily and weekly newspapers in ei
their line was unable to hold the in- direction of Miss Mathilde Alonso, the ern Washington.
stitute's men. Had their line held High School Glee Club will give a conthey would have been masters in for- cert at the high school. The program
It isn't so difficult to strengthen
is an excellent one and is sure to meet
ward passing.
a weak Stomach if one goes at it cor
those
with
favor by
attending.
For the Institute, Baird played his
rectly. And this is true of tho Heart
Program.
accustomed good game, always comand Kidneys. The old fashioned way
of
Geibeli
Spriu;;"
ing to the rescue when gain was "Joys
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating
Glee (Tub.
needed in third down. It is a joy
the Hart or Kidneys is surely wrong!
forever to see him. with head duekeu Piano Duet Pizzicato from Sylvia
Dr. Shoop first pointed out this error.
Delibes
in chest, shatter an onnonent's line.
"Go to the weak or ailing nerves of
As quarter, Riggins was at his best.
Safford.
Iis's Kleanor Jaffa, Dorothy
these organs," said he. Each inside
Cool headed at all times, he found "Song of the Vikings"
Fanitig
has its controlling or '"inside
organ
the opponent's weak places and con- Club.
nerve.' When these nerves fail then
Summer"
centrated the efforts of the team upon Vocal Solo "Good-bythose organs must surely falter. This
tnem. the wily Kilburn
. .Tosti
successfully; .
vital truth is leading druggists everydeluded
the whole
team several
Mrs. Emile "Walter Hayes.
where to dispense and recommend Dr.
in
times, resulting
long gains for the (a) "Neapolitan Boat Song"
Restorative. A few days will
Slioop's
Institute, Higgins starred at half, do- - (b) "Rejoice"
tell! Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
surely
ing wonder exciting punting, and nev-- '
C'.ee Club.
Co.
er failing to make his distance when Piano Solo--(a- )
"Barchetta" ..Xevin
ne carried the ball, though he was
MacDowell
Reverie"
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION.
still suffering from an injury of a few (b)
Miss Ethel Church.
of New Mexico,
Territory
days ago. Fleck broke through CruShoo"
Mayhew
County of Santa Fe.
ces' line on several occasions before "Shoogy
Glee Club.
William J. Preston, Plaintiff.
he had delivered the ball. While the
Duet "O. That We Two
vs.
No. 0551.
backs did the most spectacular work Vocal
Pasmore Eva L. Preston, Defendant.
Were Maying"
it was only made possible by the effRuth McBride.
In the District Court of the First
icient work of the line men, who Misses Hazel Sparks,
Forester Judicial District of the Territory of
Solo. Melody
'Cello
stood at all times like a stone wall.
Miss Virginia Bean.
New Mexico, sitting within and for
Percy Short at center seemed to an- "Anchored"
Watson the county of Santa Fe.
ticipate plays and directed the.
Glee Club.
The said defendant, Eva L. Preston
whole line.
is hereby notified that a complaint
While the Cruces boys were out
A CARD
has been filed against her in the Disclassed, they fought bravely to the
This is to certify that all druggists trict. Court fcr the county of Santa
last minute and died game. FtiHer-toare authorized to refund your money if Fe, and Territory aforesaid, that being
and Lane did fine work. Hall,
and Tar fails to cure the court in which said case is pendHoward and Lane are to be compli- - Foley's Honey
cold.
or
It stops the ing, by said plaintiff William J. Presyour cough
reiusins cough, heals the lungs and prevents ton, the general object of said action
l
leave the field after they had been KoHna
frnm n rnlf, events being the securing of a divorce by the
'I"
Con said plaintiff, William J. Preston from
and
(pneumonia
consumption.
As a result of this game, pure col
n nnintps
The genuine is in the said defendant, Eva L. Preston, on
lege athletics in New Mexico has re a
yellow package. Refuse substitutes the grounds of desertion and aban
ceived a boost that will no doubt
Sold by all druggists.
donment, as will more fully appear by
place athletics on the high pinnacle
reference to the complaint filed in
of clean competition, where she be
said cause, and unless you enter your
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
longs, and will in the end force proSUPPORTS AUTHORITIES. appearance in the said cause on or befessionals from the field by creating
fore the 11 th day of January, 1910,
such a sentiment against ringers that
Con30.
will be rendered against
Nov.
judgment
Wash.,
Spokane,
no school will dare allow them.
acts and attitude of the you in said cause by default. Messrs.
the
demning
The Institute opened its doors of
of the Industrial Workers Hanna & Wilson, of Santa Fe, New
hospitality to Coach Squires and his leadership
irre- Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff.
as
World
of
the
team. No place on the hill was deIn witness whereof, I have hereunmena
and
undesirable
and
nied them. A dance was given in the sponsible
ace to the peace, prosperity ami hap- to set my hand and seal of said Disgym in their honor, for which hosof the community, the Spo- - trict Court, at Santa Fe, New Mexipitality, among otners, Dr. Squires piness
co, this lGth day of November, A. D.,
as asked the writer to nubliclv
1909.
resolutions
Pratt,
Mayor
supporting
thank the officials of the school.
FRANK W. SHEARON,
the city council and the police comClerk.
mission and officers in the determined (SEAL)
Tickling, tight Coughs, can be surely stand
By Ed. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
have taken for the enforce- they
i.u uuui, iuuseneu wun a prescnp- - ment nf law and orde- tion druggists are dispensing every
This action followed a thorough in Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
where as Dr. Shoop's Cough 'Remedy.
Contain Mercury,
by officials of the com- vestigation
And it is so very different than com- - mercial
organization and a statement as mercury will surely destroy th
mon cougn medicines. No Opium, no from
sense of smell and completely derange
Mayor Pratt, who said,
absolutely noming harsh ' ing a detailed account of the causes the wnoic system when entering it
or unsafe.
The tender leaves of a leading to the arrest of several
through the mucous surface. Such arlung healing mountainous dred members of the Industrial Work-shrub- , ticles should never be used except on
gives the curative properties to ers, that after refusing an offer to prescriptions from reputable physiDr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. Those arrange for an
early test of the city cians, as the
will do is
leaves have the power to claim the ordinance, prohibiting street speak-mos- t ten fold to thedamage theycan
good you
possibly
distressing Cough and to soothe ing, the leaders openly boasted they derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
and heal the most sensitive bronchial would send their men and defy the Cure, manufactured
&
by F. J.
membrane. Mothers should, for safe authorities and laws o. the city. He Co., Toledo, O., contains no Cheney
mercury,
ty's sake alone, always demand Dr. added in his communication:
and is taken interuaiiy, acting directShoop's. It can with perfect freedom
"The organization and its leaders ly upon the blood and mucous surface
be given to even the youngest babies. and counsel have acted in an arbi- of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Test it yourself and see! Sold by trary manner and, despite repeated Cure be sure you
get the genuine. It
s
Stripling-BurrowCo.
warnings, they have insisted in break- is taken internally and made in Toleing the laws. I do not regard them do, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiBANK AFFAIRS WILL
as an organized, legitimate body of monials free.
BE SETTLED SATISFACTORY. laboring men, their actions having
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
classed them as a horde of alien vaga- bottle.
Depositors Will Be Paid in Full As- bonds.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constisets Exceed the Deposits by Five
"Those who have been sentenced pation.
Thousand Dollars.
to the rock pile and will not work
are given bread and water, while
Notice for Publication.
Denver, Colo.. Nov. 30. It is an- those who will work receive three Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No
nounced that the affairs of the Grand wholesome meals a day of the regu8111.
County bank at Sulphur Springs, which lar prison fare. The jail has been Department of the Interior,
was closed upon the arrest of its pres- kept sanitary at all times and the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ident, C. H. Bowlds, on a charge of prisoners have been compelled to
October 27. 1909.
misappropriating the funds, will be bathe regularly.
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
settled in a short time and the depos"We have the situation well in hand Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
itors will be paid in full by the end of and we are prepared to accommo- M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
the year. Negotiations are in progress date (imprison) 2,000 more, should it Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No
for the sale of the bank and if the sale be necessary."
8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described .before the Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
December, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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Four Inches

souri river. Montezuma
Lodge of
Santa Fe being the first chartered on
May Sth, 1851. Bent Lodge surrend
ered its charter 18C1." Taos Valley
News.

ROUND UP

From Page Two.)

Last Night-F- our MILITARY INSTITUTE
inches of snow fell last night at
ELEVEN WINS
of Snow

Dawson, Colfax county.
Granted The
Marriage Licenses
following marriage licenses have been
granted by the probate clerk at Las
Bernardo Sandoval, aged 25
Vegas:
years, and Hacaria Portillo, aged 21
years, of Pecos; Estefania Encinias,
aged 40, and Santiago Gallegos y Martinez, aged 50, of Trementina.
C.
Seized With Heart Failure
Park, en route from California to his
home in Michigan, on Santa Fe train
No. 2 on Sunday, was seized with
heart failure "while the tran was crossing Glorieta pass in this county. His
condition upon arrival at Las Vegas
was very serious and a physician was
summoned who administered such relief as was in his power.
Death of Old Timer Manuel Navar-ez- ,
aged 61 years, an old timer in the
Mesilla valley, died at Las Graces. He
leaves a wife and eleven children.
Business Man Weds Las Cruces Girl
George Montgomery of Washington,
Pa., where'he is engaged in business,
on Saturday evening at Las Cruces,
married Miss Mary Lea Roseborough.
Rev. J. S. Roseborough of Deland, Fla.,
uncle of the bride, performed the ceremony.
Fire at Madgalena At Magdalena
last week, the barn of Jacob Stuppi
and a horse in the barn, were destroyed by fire. The loss is $700 with no
insurance.
Deserters Return to Fort Wingate
Herman Symancy and George Lock,
cavalrymen at Fort Wingate, were arrested at Albuquerque and returned
to the post, it being alleged that they

VICTORY.

College
Players Were
Outclased But Put Up a Brave
Fight to the Last.

Agricultural

Correspondence of the New
Mexican.
Amid the deafening yells of the
cadets and citizens of Roswell, the
game between the A. & M. college
of Las Cruces and the NT. M. M. I. of
Roswell came to a close With a score
of 340 in favor of the N. M. M. I.
Three touch downs by Baird, two by
Higgins, and one by Bunting, with
four goals kicked by Staines, did the
work; three touch downs and two
goals in each half.
A. & M. being her dreaded and,
ever before, conquering foe, the N.
M. M. I. went into the game with
'
some temerity, hut with every nerve
strung to the limit. The A. & M. boys,
having arrived the day before and
having been put up in the barracks,
had personally met and made friends
with the cadets, so there was the best
of spirit existing between the two
teams, with nothing but buoyant college rivalry between tnem. The spirit of gentlemaniiness was displayed
throughout the entire game, no slugging and very few differences occurring between the players.
The game began at 2:30 with C. D.
Case, of Las Cruces, as umpire, H.
M. Dow of Roswell, as referee, and
Mr. Nesbitt of Roswell as field referee. Cruces won the toss 'and gave
the kick to the Institute.
Captain
Baird kicked to 15 yard line, and in
spite of two fines because of forward pass failures, the ban was easiare deserters.
ly kept in the A. M. territory until
Suicide "Dis- finally her line was charged first by
Physician Commits
sipation" is given as the cause for the ' Baird then by Bunting, for a touch
suicide of Doctor Gilmer, who lived in down. Staines failed to kick goal for
the Monroe Fields house at Aztec, San the Institute.
A. & M. next kicked the ball, which
Juan county, but killed himself at
Manassa, in the San Luis valley. He j was caught and carried by Higgings to
had been separated from his family du yard nne. un tne tnird down Higon account of his habits.
gins kicked, which resulted in touch
back for Cruces. The ball being put
Whisky Brings Penitentiary Senin play on the 25 yard line, a fortence to Son of Respectable Parents
ward
pass was taken for 15 yards by
Judge John R. McFie, at Aztec, last A. & M.'s
right end. Cruces' next forweek sentenced Otto S. Thurston, the
ward
failed, and they made a
pass
son of one of the leading citizens of
which was caught by Higgins.
kick,
to
in
two
Juan
the
San
county,
years
Next down Kilburn carried the ball
penitentiary. The San Juan Democrat 20 yards, followed by Higgins for 10
a
of
says that "this the culmination
yards, Baird for 10 yards and Baird
drunken spree on bootleg whisky."
for touch down. Staines kicked goal.
Deputy Grand Master Crandall InOn kick off by A. & M. ball crossed
stitutes Bent Lode "Bent Lodge No. goal line and touch back was made
42 A. F and A. M., was organized last
Ball being put in play
by Higgins.
night by District Deputy Grand Mas- on 25 yard line, through center for
ter Clinton J. Crandall of Santa Fe, 10 yards, followed by in next down
assisted by Deputy Marshal Angus by Baird through center for 10 yards.
McGowan. - Seventeen
members of The ball was now passed to Kilburn
the fraternity were present. Isaac two consecutive times, he making his
W. Dwire was installed as worshipful usual 10 yards in the first, and pullmaster and received the charter of ing off his old trick of fooling his
the lodge. T. P. Martin and Gerson opponent and getting away with the
Gusdorf, wardens, and other elective ball on the second pass, but A. M.s
and appointive officers were also in- quarter having anticipated this mote
stalled. Bent Lodge was formerly lo- stopped him with a gain of 30 yards
cated in Taos receiving its charter only. In turn, Higgins carried the
from the Grand Lodge of Missouri, pig skin for 20 yards more. But the
June 1st, I860, being, the second Ma- ban was lost in the next down by a
sonic lodge chartered west of the Mis fumble,
and
Cruces' right end
came very near getting away, when
So
Good Higgins, the sprinter, brought him
For catarrh, hay ferer, coughs. down. The ball was now successive-- !
ana cure. Write ue or get
ly lost twice by both teams. Row-- '
ley, however, broke this game up by
Free
U
Sample
at over S6.00C druggiati. Always recovering Cruces'
forward
pass,
ouu
uiiu uk ur nanimry
tube In thej house or pocket.
whereupon Bunting carried the ball
Kondon Mfg. Co.
to within one yard of Cruces goal
Minneapolis, Minn and Baird did the
touch down stunt,
liiuumuimuiuuuiliui
while Staines furnished the supplementary goal kick.
The remaining five minutes of the
first half was taken up by Unsuccessful efforts on the part of the A. &' M.
to make forward passes and the usual
gain on the side of the Institute,
luilHUUHIItiiillia
with no more scoring. Staines here
Special
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ft" profitable
mp:- u: nt. either local or traveling sab- - ma n. Address
Box .1, iPd Wing. Mi::::.
FOR. SALE A secon.t-j.ai,.'- .
steam
boil, r in
!: will be
condi'it.n.
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to th.- NV.v Mexican Printing Company.
Notice for Puoi. cation.
Small Holding Claim No. 123-"Serial miP'al. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1.1. I0r9.
Notice is hereby given that the following-name,!
claimant has tiled notice
of his intention to mal.e final proof in
support of I, is claim under sections
It: and 17 of the act of March 3.
191,
Stat., S"i4i. as am ial. fl Py the act
,
of February 21, is;-:!17 Stat., 47'"),
Mid that said proof will be made
or Receiver, I". s. Land
Oi'ice. Santa Fe, New Mexico, oa December H2, 190ft. viz: Ramon Padilla,
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small bold
ing claim No. 12:i., Sec. P, T. 15 N., R.
S K. N. M. P. M.
lie names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca. Jesus M. Romero, Joss
Padilla, Cosmo Baca, all of Cienega, N.
.

-'J

be-i-'v-

M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
tinder the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof

should not bo alowed will be given an

opportunity at the

above-mentione-

d

time and place to
the wi nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

e

cures
Foley's Honey and Tar
coughs
the
quickly,
strengthens
lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Sold by all
druggists.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1895.
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register or Receiver
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holding claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 10, T.
15 N., R. S E., of the W. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero. Jose
Padilla and Cosine Baca, all of Cienega, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest,
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Register.
The New

Aiexica.i Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

It Is an admitted met, tnat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the Now
Mexican.

an

WEBNiNVESlORS1

4

or any severe sicKness

Cow-spring-

Register.

v
IS BY FAR THE BEST STRENGTHENING TONIC.
We will supply it to any one with the understanding that if it does
not do what we claint we will refund the money paid us for it

Stripling Burrows & Co. .Druggists, Santa Fe.
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Vlf
fiSl
Plk

FOR
OPPORTUNITY

lP
fifg
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Foley's Kidney Remedy viil cure
any case of kidney or bladder trouble ( wvorai ro n Moutss urn tcmatnm ot itt mJ il
that is not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures backache and irregulari- Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscripties that if neglected might result in
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publications, to Receive the Western
Blight's Disease or diabetes. Sold by
all druggists.
Investor's Review.
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doped with strychnine; Otto S. Thurs- - to Presbyterians. It was a thougUtf.il
ton, sentenced to cue to two years and paper and wag highly pleasing to the
who blames his downfall to strong a
udionce that heard it
a Navajo Indian
drink; and Zah-he- ,
Woman
s Board of Trade Dance-mista- king
who was sentenced to two years for
next
On
for
Thursday the Woman's
borne one else's horse
Board of Trade will give a dance at
his own and riding off with it.
Everybody is invited
I
Annual Sale-- The
Guild of the Librry
10 iiUend'
Good J,,uslc and a
Church of the Holy Faith has an an- nme'
lt
nual sale on the rirst Friday in
s wedding
Miss
"A wedding
cember.
the
this
of
week,
Friday
third of December, their sale will be of much interest in local society and
held in the assembly .room of the Li- - recently announced is that of Miss
brary building. There will be a Carolyn Fall and Mahlon Thatcher
Christmas tree,, with gifts especially Everhart, of Pueblo, Colo. The cere-fo- r
the little ones. Fancy articles, mony will take place Wednesday,
aprons, dolls, home made cember 1, promptly at 6 o'clock, at
candy, bread, cake, etc., will be of-- the First Presbyterian church. Rev.
fered for sale. Tea and coffee willjC. L. Overstreet will officiate. Mrs.
furnish an opportunity for a chat with C- C. Chase, sister of the bride, will
friends. A cordial invitation is given! attend the bride as matron of honor.
Miss Jouett Fall will be the maid of
The High School Glee Club will be to every one men, women and chilhonor. The Misses Margaret Bacon,
us
at
a
call.
dren
least
to
give
assisted in its concert Friday evening
..
.
.
'
..!U
T1
-i""-- .
ui
..sv.ue,
ruwe.,
Just What the Ladies Want All of."1
by Mrs. Emilie Walter Hayes, Miss
or
len- 111.,
Mary
rioiman,
uecauir,
of
Store
Nathan
week
this
the
Big
Virginia Bean and Miss Ethel Church.
nessee, and Henrietta Buckler, will
The event which will take place in the Salmon is advertising special bar- attend as bridesmaids.
Mahlon D.
tailor
made
ladies'
in
coats,
gains
assembly room of the high school prom-will
of
Thatcher,
Denver,
is
The
of
stock
a; est man- - and William be groom's
ises to be well attended and a rare suits and skirts.
Stiekney, of
Fe.
The
seen
in
Santa
seldom
variety
musical treat. The admission will be
Dr. J. B. Vance, A.
Denver,
and
on
is
will
new
continue
sale
going
cents.
twenty-fiv- e
man, John
Franklin and Merton
throughout ,the week but for this Lindsley will serve as
Train Report The train report of week'
groomsmen.
towil
in
the
only. Every lady
the Santa Fe for today is as follows: is
An ex- Following the ceremony a reception
and
to
call
invited
inspect
Stub Xo. 1 on time; regular No. 1
to buy high will be held at the home of the
will be Xo. 7, arriving at 9:20 p. m.; ceptional opportunity
at moderate prices is be- bride's parents, Judge and Mrs. A. 15.
No. 7 regular will arrive at 11:20; No. priced goods
All goods sold are guar- Fall of Golden Hill." El Paso
offered.
ing
9 will arrive at 12:10 a. m.; No. 3 is
to
please and give the utmost
at Lamy but local connection had not anteed
An
call will save
satisfaction.
left at time of going to press; No. 4 time and money. early
END OF THE FISCAL YEAR.
See
for yourself
and S from the west are on time. The and be convinced.
Denver & Rio Grande and the New
(Continued from Page One.)
Fair, and Warmer The sun was
Mexico Central are on time.
inand
this
morning,
hrightly
shining
Remember that the rooms at The stead of the
expected continuation of ton, as county commissioner for Union
Modern are all steam heated, comlast night only .01 of county, in which capacity he has servthe
snowstorm,
fortable day and night. We set the
inch of snow fell in town, although ed for seven years. The resignation
best table in the city.
in the mountains the fajl was evidently is to take effect on New Year.
Receives Sad News This morning much heavier, and it Wgan snowing
Financial Condition of Counties.
Section Director C. E. Linney, of the la town at noon. The temperature
Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford
local weather bureau received a tele- dropped to fifteen degrees last night, today
reported to Governor Curry on
gram announcing that his father, E, the lowest it has been this fall, while the financial condition of the counLinney, had died this morning at his yesterday the maximum was only 33 ties for October. The report shows
home in Pasedena, Calif.. The de- degrees, although the snow melted that the counties had on deposit in
ceased was eighty-on- e
years of age rapidly. The relative humidity last approved territorial depositories 5n
and had been suffering severely with evening at (i p. m. was still 91 per cent. November 1, the huge sum of
2
Colfax county led with
paralysis. A short time ao Mr. Lin The indications for tomorrow are fair
to its credit; Valencia was
ney was in Pasadena visiting his fath- and warmer.
er who at the time was very low.
second with
Bernalillo
$6S,680.07.
Judge McFie as a Lecturer 'Says came
with
third
then
$67,762.76;
The
cold
Eddy
weather
Times-HustlePetty Thieving
"At
the Farminston
has brought reports of petty thieving the Presbyterian church Sunday morn- with $54,823.75, and Grant with"
Rio Arriba was the only other
about town. Last evening a pair of ing Judsre John R. McFie, who had
more than $40,000 to its
lady's shoes was stolen from- a porch come down from Aztec Saturday even- county with
or Bowers street. The other evening ing to spend Sunday here, gave a lec- - credit, having a balance of $40,660.56.
a bedspread was stolen from a wash-lin- ture entitled ;," What Presbyterianism .Torrance following closely with a
of $39,957.56. The other
on Unper Palace Avenue. Other Has Done for the American Govern- balance
counties
the following balances:
had
articles left on the outside have disap- ment." It dealt almost exclusively
Chaves,
$17,122.73;
Curry $9,035.66;
peared from various places lately. with historij-a- l Jacts and showed how Dona Ana
$33,173; Guadalupe
While suspicion is rife as to the
closely allied were our forms of govLincoln $35,258.38; Luna
yet information is not yet suf- ernment and the forms that had been
Mora
McKinley $10,068.33;
ficiently definite to warrant an arrest.
selected to govern the Presbyterian $13,891.37; Otero $23,890.90;
Quay
Three Recruits for Pen Sheriff church before the formation of this $34,509.17; Roosevelt $10,716.03; SanWilliam T. Dufur of San Juan county government.
He read from the work doval $10,923.36; San Juan $13,311;
is expected tonight with three recruits of an English commentator who wrote San Miguel $35,601.85; Santa Fe
for the penitnetiary: Donaciano Agu-ilar- , contemporaneously with the Revolu"Sierra $24,311.39; Socorro
Tabs $22,433.28; Union
sentenced to 99 years for killing tion in which the author claimed that
a neighbor with a dose of whisky the Revolutionary war was chargeable

Paucity of Houses Causes Complaint
Real estate men are reporting ai
scarcity of houses for rent. They
state that people are pouring into the'
city as never before, but that accom-- j
modations are hard to find, this cansing many to leave and go elsewhere
to settle.
Cold in El Paso According to the
El Paso Herald it was bitter cold in
El Paso yesterday. Early In the
morning the thermometer had dropped to four degrees below freezing
and ice half an inch thick covered
puddles left by rain and snow. It
was still colder last night.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Specialist, of Las Vegas,
will be at the Palace hotel Dec. 2nd,
3rd and 4th. Hours 1 to 5 n. m.
Local Talent Will Assist Glee Club

j
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PHONE
NO. 92.
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Denver, Colo., Nov. 30.
Weather
forecast for New
Mexico: Generally fair tonight
with rising N
and Wednesday
.

s

temperature.

Hot chocolate and other Hot drinks
served at Fischer Drug Company s.
Open after the picture show.
Appointed Forest Ranger Henry
Woodrow lias been appointed a foi-- I
(st. ranger on the Gila reserve.
Trains Delayed by Snow Trains
from the east are delayed by the heavy
snow in Kansas and Colorado.
Licenses
Issued Four Hundred
Probate Clerk Isidoro Armijo, aeputy
1 game warden, has issued more than
four hundred hunting licenses.
Railroad Telegraphers Have Pay
1 Advanced The pay of telegraphers
along the Santa Fe lines has been ad
H vanced $5 a month.
Williams and Rising, the new livery
firm, keep one hack at the barn for
calls, for "Particular People."
I
Baptist Convention The tenth an
nual convention of the Baptist church
in New Mexico opened at Las Vegas
li.st evening.
A Year Ago Today a year ago the
weather was clear and cold, there be-- j
3 00
per cent of sunshine. The maxi- i

I
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Grocery
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Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

BARS GOOD LAUNDrtY SOAP

9
6

25c

"
25c
PEARL WHITE
" DIAMOND "C"
25c
Every ona knowns what the Diamond "C" is

7

j

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
25c
lbs. for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - 15

1;80
-

20c

APPLES $i.75PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER Y
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.

.4.

F. Andrews,

Phone

No.

the minimum 9.
Article on Kit Carson December
Munsey's has an article on Kit Carson;
member of Santa Fe Lodse A. F. & A.
M., and incidentally mentions other
New Mexico pioneers.
hot drinks
The most delicious
sewed in most elegant style at Fischer Drug Company's.
Meigs Out on $500 Bond Arthur L.
Meigs, the Denver Post representative
arrested at Albuquerque on the charge
of forgery, has been released under
$500 bail. W. E. Schei was also released.
Fine Snow Scenes Jesse Nusbaum
of the School of American Archaeology
yesterday took a number of snow
scenes in Santa Fe, which are the
most beautiful and artistic of that
kind, ever seen in this city.
Private Masque Ball Thursday On
next Thursday evening at the Armory, the Social Club of Santa Fe will
give a private masque ball. Admission will be by card only. Ramirez's
orchestra will furnish the music for
j the occasion."
Will Have Paid
Secretary The
Mesilla Valley Chamber
of Commerce has decided to employ a mid
secretary who will devote all of his
time to boosting Las Cruces. At a
meeting this evening, A. R. Coleman
of El Paso, was elected to the

4

a

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Work and Prompt Service:
Our Specialty Good
W. H Kerr Asrt Santa Pe
Piiooe 122 Red

l
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$828,-896.7-

$86,-379.8-

r:

$5,1,-747.7-

e

$19,-928.8-

pre-petrat-

$34,-025.9- 1;

$15,-373.9- 5;
$30,-682.5- 3;

We offer a big SPECIAL SALE for this week only on Ladies & Misses
Coats, Ladies Suits, Ladies Voile Skirts, and Ladies Tailored waists.
''

I

hf,

at wholesale

All the articles abovs mentioned will be sold during this week
,'

3rr---
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Ladies Coats

Ladies Suits
of the

latest Fabrics

of the
& Fashions
f

Go

,.

-

..,lu--4

"rz.!,

p

as follows;- J-gsl-

$27.50
25-0- 0

now

prices.

-

$22.50

it

22.50

20.00
17.50

rr

"""isai

i"f

7::TME'BfG DRY

,

V;f. '

t

L.il

JM$

r.

it'"'"

now

$17.50
16.50
10.50
7.50
6.00
4.50

!

COME IN BEFORE THE RUSH
AND PICK FIRST
:

:

'

.

Honestv"

HA

$22.50
20.00
12.50
10.00
8.50
6.00

STORE;

' 'P

& Fashion

Go as follows;

-
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GOODS

MISSES COATS AND LADIES
WAISTS GO AT THE SAME
MARGIN

Jy--

latest Fabrics

-

-
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HAN SAL mo N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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